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From the Dean of Engineering

Fall 2004 marked the completion of Engineering Building I, the new home of the
Department of Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering and the Department of Materials

Nino A. Masnari

Science and Engineering. This long-awaited building represents a milestone in the history
of the College of Engineering in that it is the first academic building to be fully funded by the state since the construction of
Mann Hall in 1964.
Over the years, burgeoning enrollments have packed our North Campus buildings to capacity. The development of
Centennial Campus and the passing of the bond referendum have afforded NC State the opportunity to grow. With the
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Engineering Frontline, created for alumni and friends of the College of
Engineering at North Carolina State University, comprises news from the
College of Engineering and the NC State Engineering Foundation annual
report. Engineering Frontline updates appear throughout the year as
Engineering Frontline–Online. Keep up with all the latest activities of
the College of Engineering at www.engr.ncsu.edu.

construction of Engineering Building I, the College of Engineering is one step closer toward our goal of relocating to
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Centennial Campus.

Administrative

The ribbon-cutting for Engineering Building I is planned for spring 2005, and later that year the construction of Engineering
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Building II will be completed, providing a new location for the Department of Computer Science and the Department of
Electrical and Computer Engineering. The construction of these buildings is a result of the bond referendum of 2000, which
shows support of education by the citizens of North Carolina.
More important than the construction of buildings, though, is what takes place within the walls — innovative research,
teaching that will inspire generations of engineers and scientists, collaborative problem-solving — and the outreach that
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results from the teaching, learning and research.
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In this issue of Engineering Frontline, we share with you some of the ways in which the College of Engineering is reaching
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out, whether through our K-12 programs, programs for underrepresented groups, workshops to help high school teachers
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A major boost this year to our outreach programs are grants of $2 million from the National Science Foundation and
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with classroom instruction, extension activities that help communities and North Carolina industries find solutions to
problems, research and technology that improves the quality of life, or individuals dedicating themselves to helping those

$500,000 from the GE Foundation to help fund a new program, Recognizing Accelerated Math Potential in UnderRepresented People (RAMP-UP), a collaboration among the College of Engineering, the College of Education and the local
public schools.
I hope you will enjoy reading about this initiative that has an impact on the future of our young people and about a few of
the other outreach endeavors here in the College of Engineering at NC State.
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Atomic-resolution electron micrograph showing
(in cross-section) three-dimensional self-assembly
of nickel nanodots of uniform size (6 nanometers)
in alumina matrix. (Photos: Dr. Jay Narayan)

news

LATEST

Chemical Engineering gets new
name
The Department of Chemical Engineering has been renamed
the Department of Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering,
effective September 16, 2004. The name change reflects the
changing character of the profession, the increased interest
in the biomolecular engineering concentration among chemical engineering undergraduates, the importance of biochemical engineering as a research focus and the department’s association with the NC Biomanufacturing Training
and Education Center.

Materials and Smart Structures, and Dr. Ashutosh Tiwari,
research associate in the Department of Materials Science
and Engineering, have developed two methods for selfassembly of three-dimensional nanostructures. Their
research is supported in part by the National Science

Biomanufacturing Training
and Education Center to
open in 2006

Foundation.
NC State has received a $33.5 million grant from the
The new methods open the door to creating new materials

Golden LEAF (Long-term Economic Advancement

for a myriad of applications, including super-dense data stor-

Foundation) to build the 95,000-square-foot North

age, solid-state lighting, super-strong materials and

Carolina Biomanufacturing Training and Education

advanced detection systems.

Center (BTEC) on Centennial Campus. Golden LEAF
receives one-half of the monies that flow to the State

Graduate students pursuing master’s or doctoral degrees
Engineering Building I

focus on scholarly research in cell and protein engineering;
enzyme and conventional catalysis; electrochemical, reaction and bioreactor engineering; electronic materials; green
chemistry and engineering; polymers and colloids; nan-

Engineering Building I opens

otechnology and interfacial science; thermodynamics and
molecular simulation; and supercritical fluids. A distance

Engineering Building I, the new home of the Department of
Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering and the Department

education master of science degree in chemical and biomolecular engineering is also available.

of Materials Science and Engineering, opened in fall 2004.
The new building brings the College of Engineering one step
closer to its goal of relocating entirely to Centennial Campus.
Classes will start in the new building in January 2005.
The new building contains 157,000 square feet of space that
includes three theater-style lecture halls with wireless tech-

Engineers develop
breakthrough processes for
creating self-assembled 3-D
nanostructures

nology connecting students, professors and the Internet, a
4,800-square-foot lobby/atrium, administrative offices, conference rooms, laboratories, student lounges, computer labs,
graduate student offices, faculty offices and faculty labs.

Nanotechnology promises to revolutionize modern life, but
the impediment to progress has been an inability to create
usable nanostructures that self-assemble. Engineers at NC
State recently applied for a patent for two processes that help

The College is already starting to plan for an exciting dedication ceremony on April 22, 2005.

break that barrier. Dr. Jagdish “Jay” Narayan, the John C.C.
Fan Family Distinguished Professor of Materials Science and
Engineering and director of the NSF Center for Advanced
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The two methods involve using pulsed laser deposition,

from the national tobacco settlement. Golden LEAF’s

which works with a variety of materials and reduces imper-

objectives are “to promote the social welfare of North

fections. Both methods produce consistent size and shape of

Carolina’s citizens and to receive and distribute funds

the nanodots and demonstrate control of the materials that

for economic impact assistance.”

cannot be achieved by previously proposed methods. Since
these new methods can create self-assembled matrices of

The design of the BTEC will simulate a biomanufacturing

nanodots both randomly and epitaxially, the applications are

facility capable of producing sterile bulk biopharmaceu-

seemingly infinite.

tical compounds and will include support-training and
education classrooms, laboratories, and building and

The most interesting application may be the development of

process utilities. The facility will be outfitted so that stu-

energy-efficient, low-cost, solid-state lighting that would use

dents will gain bioprocessing experience using large-

about one-fifth the energy of standard fluorescent lighting

scale equipment, including bioreactors, downstream

and last for approximately 50 years. Another application is

separation and purification processes, bioreactor control

the development of a chip that can hold 10 terabits of infor-

systems and aseptic processing operations.

mation, which is equivalent to 250 million pages.
The BTEC will support the delivery of distance learning
According to Narayan, the key to moving nanotechnology

modules to sites throughout the state while hands-on

from the laboratory to the consumer is keeping the cost of

laboratory sessions take place on-site. BTEC will also

manufacturing low. These new processes make it possible to

feature a training and education laboratory for biotech-

build a three-dimensional matrix of nanodots that is more

nology support staff. Dr. Peter Kilpatrick, head of the

efficient, costs less to produce and reduces the impact on the

Department of Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering,

environment because all of the steps can be performed in the

was appointed BTEC’s first director. Occupancy is antic-

same processing chamber. Narayan anticipates that the first

ipated for late 2006.

applications of the technology will be available to consumers
within the next five years.
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Journey from engineer to
priest took a leap of faith
Alumnus Peter Powell devotes
his life to helping the homeless
Peter Powell works to improve
the lives of the homeless.
(Photo: Audrey Sparre)
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to help homeless and at-risk women build self reliance; and

“My interest in the issues of poverty has a theological basis,”

the Gillespie Work Force, a structured work force re-entry

says Powell. “I take my direction from Matthew 25. I believe

program for shelter clients.

the issues of poverty are an integral part of the New
Testament teachings.”

One of the most exciting projects implemented during
Powell’s tenure is Homes With Hope, a program that provides

In addition, Powell is convinced that the journey to recovery

permanent housing for the formerly homeless who have a

from addiction is a spiritual one. “It is a spiritual process that

mental illness that prevents them from living independently.

heals the addict,” he explains. “Not necessarily a Christian
process, but it is spiritual. My experience tells me that addiction is an illness of the spirit.”

For the Reverend Dr. Peter R. Powell (BSChE ’70) the journey

1976. He continued his exploration of Old Testament

Powell says that the current trend in government funding

from chemical engineering student to Episcopal priest

theology and earned a master’s degree in theology from

focuses on sheltering rather than offering permanent housing

required a leap of faith. He is president and CEO of the

Princeton Theological Seminary in 1979 and a doctor of min-

for the homeless, a practice with which Powell strongly dis-

Powell’s life has been a faith journey that he hopes will lead

Interfaith Housing Association (IHA) in Westport,

istry degree from the University of the South in 1997.

agrees.

him and his wife, Barbara, back to his father’s hometown of
Pittsboro, North Carolina. He says the course of his life

Connecticut — a career that allows him to combine his trainPowell was serving as rector of a church in Weston,

“Long-term sheltering is destructive,” says Powell. “People

would surprise those who knew him in the 1960s and that the

Connecticut, when he began to wonder, again, about the

do better when they are not placed with 15 strangers in a

most valuable lesson he learned while at NC State came from

direction of his life and decided to work with the homeless.

large room. It is a matter of dignity. We try to treat the home-

the chemical engineering professors. “They taught us to be

ing, my professors taught me to use a systematic approach to

In 1988 he accepted the presidency of Interfaith Housing

less with the same dignity we would expect for ourselves.”

curious,” he says. “Curiosity is so important in life.” ■

problem solving,” says Powell. “In engineering you need to

Association, thinking that he would give it six months and

Powell believes that people who are subjected to long-term

be able to break problems into solvable pieces so that they

then move on. He never left.

sheltering begin to lose their ability to think or act on their

ing as an engineer with his calling to serve others.
“During my years as an undergraduate in chemical engineer-

own. By giving them a permanent housing opportunity —

don’t overwhelm you. The same is true for problems in the
homeless community. The skills I learned as an engineering

When Powell joined the association, it was a fledgling organi-

a place to call their own — Powell says they are more likely

student have proved invaluable to me in my work with

zation with a total budget of $90,000 and a failing halfway

to stay engaged in life and function better over time.

Interfaith Housing Association.”

house. He tackled those challenges using problem-solving
skills learned in his engineering classes at NC State.

In addition to his program development responsibilities,
Powell serves as the association’s lead fund-raiser, finding

Powell’s trek from the classrooms in Riddick Laboratories to
a homeless shelter in Connecticut began while he was a stu-

In the 16 years since Powell began working with the associa-

resources in the community to support the association’s

dent at NC State in the late 1960s. He explored the possibility

tion, the budget has grown to $1.6 million, most of which is

efforts. The association avoided holding fund-raising events

of attending seminary during his junior year, but the semi-

privately donated money. The association now employs 21

in the past, relying on support from individuals and commu-

nary advisers told him to change his major to something in

staff members and serves 30,000 meals per year. The shelter

nity service clubs.

humanities. Powell balked at the idea.

capacity has increased from the original 15-bed, overnightonly facility to include two shelters, two halfway houses and a

“People are often surprised to find that a community as afflu-

“Once you’ve passed physical chemistry and are just one year

3-house complex. Each emergency shelter operates continu-

ent as Westport has a homeless problem,” says Powell.

from finishing a chemical engineering degree, you can’t justi-

ously, making IHA one of the few Connecticut shelters to pro-

fy giving up and moving down a totally different degree

vide round-the-clock services to the homeless. Each of these

The path to homelessness varies for each person, explains

path,” says Powell. He remained at NC State. After gradua-

facilities has been added under the leadership of Powell and

Powell. Common to most in Fairfield County or affluent

tion Powell took a job with Procter & Gamble.

represents a tremendous expansion of services for the

towns like Westport is addiction or mental illness. Also, in

Westport community.

the present volatile economy, those who are fragile in their
employment may become homeless as a result of unexpected

“After I worked for several years, I wondered again about the
direction of my life,” says Powell. “I began to wonder if I was

The Interfaith Housing Association also sponsors programs

really being called to the ministry and decided to find out.”

that attack homelessness from a variety of angles: PRIDE, an
intensive employment-readiness program designed to help

job loss.

Powell left his job in 1973 to attend Virginia Theological

people with barriers such as mental illness; Women’s

Powell appears on stage at a Westport fund-raiser
to benefit the Interfaith Housing Association.

Seminary, where he earned a master’s degree in divinity in

Interfaith Network (WIN), a one-on-one mentoring program

(Photo: Gordon Joseloff/WestportNow.com)
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Inspiring future engineers
Bottomley lives for this reaction. “Look at those kids,” she
beams. “To see the smiles and the excitement in their eyes —
that’s why I do this. I want to show them how fun science
Laura Bottomley directs the Women in Engineering
and Outreach Programs for the College of Engineering
at NC State. (Photos: Bradley Wilson)

One of Bottomley’s
rockets makes three
circles parallel to
the ground before
dropping within inches
of second base.

can be, and you can’t get that from a textbook.”
Everybody likes rockets, Bottomley notes. She’s even been
known to turn herself into one. Speeding down a school hallway while sitting on a skateboard and clutching a CO2 fire
extinguisher, she inspires visions of Wile E. Coyote on the

reaching
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Bottomley a boon
to K-12 students

spoons and straws, students in groups of four design their

hunt. But there’s a method to her madness. “Kids love it

own rockets with only two rules: be creative and try to incor-

when they see adults do silly stuff. It’s a great way to get their

porate everyone’s ideas.

attention.”

After slightly nervous teachers affix Class-A rocket engines

Recently, she managed to translate her “silly” experiments

with a hot glue gun, Bottomley adds the electronic ignition

into serious funding and lofty educational goals. Along with

wire. Then comes the exciting culmination of the hour-long

Dr. Karen Hollebrands and Liz Parry from NC State and

lesson. The students pour out of the classroom and gather at

Dr. James Nelson from Shaw University, Bottomley is the

the edge of the baseball field — a safe distance away — to

principal investigator of a $2.5 million grant program called

watch their creations blast off from a launching pad on the

Recognizing Accelerated Math Potential in Under-

pitcher’s mound.

Represented People (RAMP-UP), which aims to provide
under-represented students in the Wake County public

It doesn’t take long to realize that “blast off” is a relative

school system with the foundation necessary to pursue

term. While some of these recyclable inventions shoot

careers in engineering or other math-based fields.

appreciation for inquiry-based instructional techniques and
for the use of creative engineering as a vehicle for teaching
mathematics in the K-12 classroom. “And who knows?” she
added. “Maybe some of these kids will become great engineers or scientists. That would be really cool.” ■

$2 million NSF grant
boosts RAMP-UP program
NC State University received a $2 million grant from

straight up 20 to 30 feet, others sling sideways, dropping

Bottomley holds up 10 fingers to lead the countdown.

Ideally, Bottomley hopes, the interaction will instill a new

parts, a couple barely clear the pad, and one goes 10 feet up

According to Bottomley, while Wake County students do fair-

the National Science Foundation (NSF) in 2004 to sup-

and makes three sloppy circles parallel to the ground before

ly well in math testing, there is a significant achievement gap

port educational collaboration with Wake County

dropping within inches of second base.

in the performance of African American, Hispanic, Native

public schools.

American, special-need and at-risk students. This shortcom-

Ten … nine … eight …
But hang time doesn’t matter to these kids. Regardless of the

ing, together with other factors, leads to the inability of these

The grant helps fund a new program called

Nearly 60 kids from grades 2 through 5 chime in — a little off

results, they cheer, laugh and clap. And they learn a little

students to enroll in higher math classes in middle and high

Recognizing Accelerated Math Potential in Under-

count but at the tops of their lungs.

something about propulsion and aerodynamics in a way that

school and eventually to their severe under-representation in

Represented People (RAMP-UP), which seeks to raise

likely makes an impression. Perhaps even a permanent one.

freshman engineering and science classes.

interest and performance in math for women and
minorities. The colleges of Engineering and Education

Three … two … ONE! BLAST OFF!
Grades 3 through 8 are especially important targets for the

at NC State first launched the program with the help of

So goes a typical afternoon for Dr. Laura J. Bottomley, direc-

program, she said. “This is when students must develop a

a $500,000 grant from the GE Foundation.

tor of the Women in Engineering and Outreach Programs in

strong basis in math. They must also not develop a feeling of

the College of Engineering at NC State. Tirelessly dedicated

incompetence or a dislike of the subject. This early impres-

“The NSF grant also paves the way for a new partner-

to breathing new life into math and science education, today

sion can have a great impact on their future.”

ship with Shaw University,” noted Dr. Sarah A. Rajala,
associate dean for research and graduate programs in

Bottomley leads two classrooms at a Raleigh elementary
The group plans to form teams of students — drawn from

school in a physics

NC State’s colleges of Engineering and Education as well as

lesson. From a box
of scrap materials
ranging from paper
towel rolls and torn

Anything goes with these rockets.
“Just leave one end open for the
engine,” Bottomley reminds Carolina
Giraldo (left) and Clementine Obama.

nylons, to plastic
10

the College of Engineering.

NC State University College of Engineering

mathematics majors from Shaw — to work alongside teach-

RAMP-UP is designed to promote and facilitate the

ers to develop lesson plans, or perhaps to directly tutor a

teaching of problem-solving and inquiry-based math-

select group of students. “Customization will be key,”

ematics to children in grades K–12.

Bottomley notes.
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Marshall organizes workshops for high
school teachers each spring and programs
for high school students in summer.
(Photo: Felicia Watson-Gray)
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“When you hear ‘nuclear engineering,’ what comes to mind?”

The prevalence of nuclear science in North Carolina’s high
school curriculum has created a target audience for

That’s the first question Lisa Marshall asks when she enters a

Marshall.

classroom. As director of outreach for the Department of
Nuclear Engineering, she gets some interesting responses.

According to Marshall, science teacher workshops, held each
spring at NC State’s nuclear engineering department, are

“I usually hear ‘the bomb,’ ‘radiation,’ ‘glow in the dark’ and

invaluable for those who want to increase their knowledge of

then some component of the latest Hollywood movie that has

and comfort level with nuclear engineering. These work-

anything to do with nuclear engineering,” she said.

shops include lectures on radiation sources and radioactivity, nuclear reactions, detection and biological effects, com-

Lisa Marshall holds a Geiger
counter she uses to demonstrate
how common items often contain
naturally occurring radiation.

Marshall relies on the idea that if you understand something

bined with hands-on radiation detection and exponential

then you don’t have to fear it. That’s why her main thrust

law experiments plus tours of the research reactor and neu-

since coming to NC State in 2001 has been to reach as many

tron activation analysis lab. “When teachers are comfortable

students and teachers as she can to increase their awareness

with the material, they pass their enthusiasm on to their stu-

of the field of nuclear engineering. Through science teacher

dents,” Marshall noted. She makes several classroom visits

workshops, classroom visits, open houses and summer pro-

per year.

grams, Marshall and others have demystified nuclear science
for dozens of teachers and more than 4,000 pre-college stu-

NC State also hosts the Young Investigators’ summer pro-

dents in the past three years.

gram in nuclear technology, a three-week residential program held every July that provides high school students with

Once initial fears and misconceptions are set aside, Marshall

an in-depth education in nuclear engineering topics and an

Understanding the high school mind assists Marshall in

said one can start teaching about nuclear theory, fission and

opportunity to perform hands-on experiments.

another major aspect of her job — undergraduate recruit-

fusion, and the role of nuclear science in our daily lives. “We

Nuclear
Engineering
thrives
under the
Marshall plan

utilize it on a daily basis but are not necessarily aware of it.”

uses Geographic Information System (GIS) mapping tech-

esting revelations, Marshall noted. As soon as she brings up

niques to identify high schools and individual candidates

forensics or nuclear medicine, she is bombarded with ques-

with the best potential for advancing nuclear studies. “There

the hospital come into contact with nuclear medicine,

tions concerning the latest television episode of “ER” or

is a culture around knowledge production in the scientific

whether through barium enemas that help diagnose gastroin-

“CSI.” To Marshall, this reaction points out a group of stu-

realm,” she explained. “I’m looking at the environment in

testinal abnormalities, therapeutic radiation treatments for

dents not necessarily interested in going to medical school

which nuclear science is produced.” It’s her belief that rec-

prostate and breast cancers or radiation used to sterilize

but fascinated with the technology. “I can show them that

ognizing those students with high PSAT and SAT scores and

medical supplies and instruments.

there are other ways to link their interests to future study or

an expressed interest in engineering, then mapping them by

work opportunities.”

county, will make her a more effective and efficient recruiter.

Beyond medicine, nuclear technology is found in items that
people come in contact with on a regular basis: campsite

Marshall said that the national trend shows a growing inter-

lanterns, smoke detectors and polymerized plastics in car

est in nuclear science from students, as well as from govern-

dashboards. Irradiation also is used to kill dangerous illness-

Originally from Trinidad, Lisa Marshall was educated in

ment and industry. Such unique recruiting methods could

causing microorganisms, such as salmonella and E. coli,

Ottawa, Canada, where she worked before moving to

quickly become a big advantage in maintaining and building

which frequently contaminate meat and poultry.

Raleigh. She started her PhD in the geography of science

on a strong nuclear engineering program that recently cele-

The main point for Marshall is that nuclear technology has
els, it can be a great benefit in many aspects of our lives,

NC State University College of Engineering

Working so closely with students has made for some inter-

Take nuclear medicine — one out of three people going into

been used safely and successfully for years. At controlled lev-

12

ment — and she goes about it in an unusual way. Marshall

in fall 2004. Her husband is a technology education
student at NC State. In her free time, Lisa enjoys yoga,
cultural arts and travel.

brated its 50th anniversary.
“Nationwide, there is an increase in the number of students
going into nuclear engineering,” she said. “We want to keep

including power generation. Nuclear power currently pro-

in line with that trend — but most importantly, we want to

vides 21 percent of all US energy resources.

attract the highest quality students.” ■
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Charlotte, North Carolina. While there, she worked closely
with an oncologist who wanted someone to look at possible
Karen Burg was included in MIT’s list of the world’s 100
Top Young Innovators in 2003. She has also received a
2002 Presidential Early Career Award for Scientists and
Engineers and a 2001 NSF Faculty Early Career Award.

NC State Offers Atomic Force
Microscopy Short Course for
Industry

breast reconstruction methods, integrating cellular biology
and engineering concepts. For Burg, it was an irresistible and

For users of atomic force microscopy (AFM), NC State

invaluable opportunity.

University has become the new place to go for information
and training in the US. Dr. Phillip Russell, professor of mate-

(Photo: courtesy of Clemson World)

“I was able to shadow him and see the human side of things.

rials science and engineering and director of the Analytical

It was a unique and exciting time for me,” Burg said. “All

Instrumentation Facility, held the first NC State University

You can hear the excitement in Dr. Karen J.L. Burg’s voice —

these patients were terribly strong women and very open

international short course on AFM and other microscopies

and for good reason. Her innovative research with injectable

about their experiences. It was important for me to recognize

during summer 2004. Prior to moving the course to NC State,

transplants may one day provide a more natural and mini-

how each case is slightly different and how treatments vary.

Russell conducted the course at Lehigh University. Russell

mally invasive surgical alternative for breast-cancer sur-

They gave me a better perspective on what might or might

plans to offer the short course annually in mid- to late-June.

vivors.

not work.”
“Most research universities have these instruments,” said

NC State University alumna Burg (ChE ’90), associate profes-

For Burg, the patients not only provided good technical and

Russell, “but, to my knowledge, NC State is the only one in the

sor of bioengineering at Clemson University, conducts most

practical information, they also provided her with an indeli-

US that offers this type of short course for industry users.”

of her research as director of the university’s Tissue

ble source of motivation. “There’s no better source than the

Engineering Laboratory. Her breakthrough technique

patients — they have to live with it, but they still have such a

What makes the NC State short course unique is the laborato-

involves extracting a relatively small number of verified

positive outlook on life.”

ry work that gives participants the ability to experiment with
techniques discussed in the lectures. In an effort to provide

healthy cells from a breast-cancer patient and cultivating

Alumna Karen
Burg infuses
new life
into breast
reconstruction
research

these cells on synthetic, biodegradable beads no larger than

Burg said she has patented aspects of her research and is

individual instruction, Russell limits the number of partici-

one millimeter across. The cellular beads are then mixed

working hard to license the technology with a biomedical

pants to a maximum of 24 people, usually technicians, scien-

with a low-viscosity, biodegradable gel, placed into a syringe

company. “I’m hopeful the technology will be in clinical tri-

tists, engineers and researchers from various industries and

and injected into the damaged area of the breast, following a

als (tested in human patients) within the next five years.” But

universities around the world.

lumpectomy or mastectomy. Once inside the body, the

as with any scientific venture, it’s important to be realistic

beads dissolve slowly, allowing time for the new cells to

about the timing, she noted. “There’s so much more to

“Strictly speaking, we teach people how to use the instru-

mature and replace the removed or damaged tissue.

learn.” ■

ments, how to design experiments and how to interpret the
data,” said Russell. “The lectures introduce them to the many

According to Burg, the technique would reduce scarring, help

options available with these instruments, and the laboratories

restore the breast’s natural shape and promote quicker surgi-

help participants learn how to avoid the classic mistakes

cal recoveries than would traditional reconstructions.

made in interpreting the information.”

Additionally, since the patient is the donor of the injected
cells, the need for immunosuppression is eliminated, and

Russell works closely with vendors to provide a variety of

complications that accompany traditional transplant surger-

instruments for use in the laboratories. The availability of dif-

ies are minimized. Finally, after complete dissolution and

ferent types of instruments in one place is especially impor-

absorption of the beads and gel, only natural breast tissue

tant because it gives participants exposure to instruments

remains.

they might not otherwise encounter.

“I know so many women that have had breast cancer,” Burg

AFM and other microscopies are used in a variety of indus-

said. “Women at the university, in my own family — all over.

tries. From shampoos to semiconductors, microscopy pro-

They are extremely excited about the possibilities.”

vides much-needed information about atomic-level structures. AFM, in particular, is an important tool in the emerg-

After earning her PhD in bioengineering at Clemson, Burg
researched tissue engineering at Carolinas Medical Center in

Adult stem cells grow on biodegradable beads. The cellbead interaction is key to developing viable tissue and is
both cell- and material-specific. (Photo: Chuck Thomas,
Clemson University)
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ing field of nanotechnology.
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Grinding pork skins into biomedical gold
Pork skins aren’t just for break-

W. Peretti, associate professor of chemical and biomolecular

fast anymore. Chemical engi-

engineering, he proposed the idea of researching the feasibil-

neering and food science stu-

ity of building an in-state plant for a senior design project.

dents at North Carolina State

Steve Peretti

Industrial Engineering’s Electron Beam
Melting machine first and only in US
North Carolina State University became the owner of an

netic coils, generates approximately 3100°F to fuse the pow-

Electron Beam Melting (EBM) machine last spring – the first

der as it draws the prescribed pattern. Between each draw-

University recently collaborat-

The multidisciplinary approach made for a much more inter-

and still the only one in the country. The Swedish-made

ing, the substrate lowers and another thin layer of powder is

ed on a senior design project

esting and detailed project. “We pushed the food science

machine is capable of fabricating fully functional 3D metal

spread out, allowing the part to be built layer by layer, all

that would not only turn pork

kids to be more involved in the process design, and the engi-

parts of virtually any geometric shape within hours of their

within a vacuum chamber. Once the part is completed, it can

skins into valuable biomedical

neers to get down and dirty with the chemistry part,” Peretti

design. While this capability satisfies a growing need within

be removed from the pile of loose powder and bead-blasted,

material but could also address

said.

the manufacturing industry for rapid prototyping, industrial

then finished with conventional machining. Any unused

engineering researchers are more excited about its potential

powder can be recycled for later projects.

some pressing economic and
environmental concerns facing

The team of 10 students toured a pork processing plant in

value to biomedicine and space exploration.

North Carolina — how to add value to hog wastes and

Clinton and brought skins back to campus to work on gelatin

increase manufacturing jobs.

extraction methods. They then used computer-modeling

Dr. Denis R. Cormier, associate professor of industrial engi-

TO CREATE ANY PART, THE EBM MACHINE

software to design the physical plant as well as the produc-

neering, demonstrated the EBM machine’s power by holding

According to the team of students and their faculty research

tion process. Essentially, collagen can be extracted from pork

up a three-inch-tall piece of steel resembling a rook from an

mentors, a key lies in the development of a high-grade gelatin

skins by grinding and chemical treatment, followed by a fil-

expensive chess set. While the piece looks impressive with its

manufacturing plant in North Carolina. High-grade gelatin is

tering process. The dried end-result is a gelatin ready for

faux brick facing, it’s what’s inside that counts. The braided

SLICES, THEN USES AN ELECTRON BEAM TO DRAW

a primary component of pharmaceutical drug capsules, as

sale to prospective companies. While

rope running vertically through the rook’s center and a spiral

well as breakthrough medical devices such as wound dress-

regular-grade gelatin is used in the

EACH SLICE ONTO A BED OF METAL POWDER.

staircase lining the inside wall are indicative of the complex

ings and plasma substitutes. The best raw material for the

food industry, the biomedical indus-

geometry this machine is capable of reproducing. “Conven-

derivation of gelatin is pork skin. Currently, North Carolina is

try can demand a higher grade of

tional manufacturing techniques simply can’t create some-

The machine’s geometric versatility suggests several advan-

the second leading pork processor in the nation with nearly

purity. Clean processing is the key,

thing this complex,” Cormier said.

tages over conventional manufacturing. “You could design

75 million kilograms of skins produced annually, yet almost

Daubert said. A controlled environ-

all gelatin is produced in the Midwest.

ment minimizes contamination by

To create any part, the EBM machine translates a 3D model

parts,” Cormier said. This combination could limit excess

viruses, bacteria, pyrogens and endo-

developed in a CAD (Computer-Aided Design) program into

material and lessen the overall weight. It might even reduce

Dr. Chris R. Daubert, associate professor of food science and

toxins, all of which can seriously

a series of 100-micron-thick slices, then uses a 4.8-kilowatt

the potential for problems normally associated with groups

engineering, said the question of building an in-state gelatin

degrade the gelatin.

electron beam to draw each slice onto a bed of metal powder.

of moving parts, such as leaks or abnormal wear from ill-

The beam, focused to a pinpoint and guided by a pair of mag-

fitted parts.

TRANSLATES A 3D MODEL DEVELOPED IN A CAD
PROGRAM INTO A SERIES OF 100-MICRON-THICK

and produce a single part to replace a group of two or three

Chris Daubert

manufacturing plant is a no-brainer. “North Carolina has
abundant raw materials right here. We have numerous

Market analysis performed by the students showed that a

biotech and pharmaceutical companies. It just seems like a

high-grade gelatin could bring in as much as $1,000 per kilo-

Cormier and colleague Dr. Ola L.A. Harrysson, assistant pro-

really good fit.” According to student estimates, such a plant

gram. Additionally, byproducts could be sold for use in fertil-

fessor of industrial engineering, are most interested in fabri-

could easily generate annual revenues exceeding $10 million.

izers, generating additional revenue. The analysis further

cating parts out of titanium. According to Cormier, titani-

It would also create new jobs and help alleviate the state’s

estimated that a company could get a full return on their

um’s strength-to-weight ratio is extremely high compared

hog waste problem.

investment in less than three years. Start-up costs would be

with most other metals.

relatively modest as well, according to Daubert. Further
While researching ways to manufacture high-grade gelatin for

research is required to make this idea a reality, and given the

“Practically speaking, that means it takes far less titanium to

a North Carolina biomedical company, Daubert was struck

strong pharmaceutical and burgeoning biotech industries in

get the same strength as you would have with other metals,”

with the idea that a North Carolina company had to rely on

North Carolina, Daubert and Peretti agree it’s an opportunity

Cormier said. “This is very important for certain aerospace,

out-of-state companies for their gelatin. Along with Dr. Steve

worth looking into. ■

military and high-performance automotive applications.”
Denis Cormier
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This technology could also benefit future space exploration.

“The patient’s bones actually act in conflict with the

A space station, for example, could use such a machine to

implant,” Cormier explained. “As surrounding bones age

create replacement parts on site. “There would be no need

and grow, they tend to exaggerate any size or shape discrep-

to have a collection of spare parts on board when storage

ancies of the implant.” This can lead to implant replacement

and weight are such a concern. NASA could just send a digi-

surgeries 10 to 15 years later. Parts custom-designed and

tal file with the design info.”

produced using EBM technology and advanced imaging

Stewart Lowry, a biomedical engineering
student, dances in the men’s fancy during
the annual Native American powwow.
(Photo: Rob Bradley)

techniques (such as Computed Axial Tomography or CAT
scan), would improve the fit of the implant and the life of the

“

THE PATIENT’S BONES ACTUALLY ACT IN CONFLICT

patient.

WITH THE IMPLANT. AS SURROUNDING BONES AGE
AND GROW, THEY TEND TO EXAGGERATE ANY SIZE
OR SHAPE DISCREPANCIES OF THE IMPLANT.

”

Additionally, bone implant manufacturers have to go
through a rigorous procedure to prove that any materials
they use are biocompatible. “Regardless of what material is
used, there will always be a certain amount of wear in a joint
implant, making it extremely important that the resulting

The main problem in this scenario would be size. The

particles not be toxic,” Cormier said. Titanium and a cobalt-

machine is bulky, measuring six feet wide, three feet deep

chromium alloy have proven to be the safest metals in the

and almost eight feet tall. Cormier is quick to point out that

human body and therefore the best choices for making bone

the largest portion is the vacuum chamber. “In space, vacu-

implants.

um is readily available — and free. You could set a machine
up outside the space station.” With such potential, it’s no

Harrysson said he is expecting delivery of a batch of titani-

surprise that the NC Space Grant Consortium is funding

um-aluminum-vanadium composite – Ti64 (Ti6Al4V) –

some of his research.

which is even stronger than regular titanium.

Harrysson’s key interest lies in biomedical applications.

“Pure titanium can be too soft for high-load implants like

The first parts he plans to make with the new machine will

knees and hips,” he said. “Ti64 should prove to be a better

be custom-designed bone plates for osteotomies — bone

implant material, and it’s still biocompatible.” The EBM

realignment surgeries. This surgery typically involves cut-

machine’s processing parameters will need to be refined to

ting a wedge out of a bone that is abnormally curved, then

produce such fine-walled parts, he added.

putting the bone back together straight and attaching metal
plates to immobilize it as it heals. These bone plates are thin

Considering the time and expense it takes to create a single

strips of titanium with pre-drilled holes. “Surgeons often

part, the EBM machine is not practical for mass production,

have to bend them to fit properly, and the holes don’t always

Cormier said. However, in situations where only a small

line up as desired,” Harrysson said. The EBM machine

number of customized parts need to be made, such as surgi-

would allow surgeons to customize the shape and hole

cal implants or space station replacement parts, “this process

placement to best fit a patient.

is much less expensive than conventional manufacturing
methods.”

Cormier, whose father underwent double knee-replacement
surgery not long ago, knows that surgery is a pretty heavy

Cormier and Harrysson are running several experiments

commitment in terms of time, money and discomfort.

each week, with some time set aside to produce prototypes

Unfortunately, implants suffer from generic modeling.

for companies and government agencies. The approximately

A surgeon might have six or seven different size knees to

$500,000 machine not only has great research potential but is

choose from, but implanting the “closest fit” often creates

already a smart investment as well, Cormier noted. “We’re

problems in the long run.

the only show in town.” ■
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The unknown minority
Native American students
straddle two worlds
19

“We are the unknown minority,” Lisa Smith (BAPSY ’04),

tribe decided to move its spring powwow to the same week-

books, film and other media about Native Americans, so he

a Seneca Indian, stated as she described some of the chal-

end as NC State’s, which would have drawn participants

started a group to garner support from alumni and friends to

lenges Native American students face at NC State University.

away from the smaller NC State event, the students found

promote the history and culture of Native Peoples at NC State.

out and immediately sent out emails to Lumbee powwow
It is true that their numbers on campus are small. There are
only about 200 self-identified Native American students
here, although NC State has the second largest enrollment of
Native Americans in the University of North Carolina system,

Alisa Hunt-Lowery (MSIE ’04) knows what it is
like to be a Native American undergraduate on
campus.

officials. Within two hours, the Lumbee tribe had agreed to

Perseverance of Native American students helped lead to the

change their date. According to Locklear, the student’s vic-

creation of the position of assistant director for Native

tory made them realize that they could successfully articu-

American and Hispanic student affairs in the Department of

late their issues to bring about change.

Multicultural Affairs. Locklear said that, for a number of years,

surpassed only by UNC-Pembroke. Most of the students are

Native American students had pushed for an additional staff

Lumbees who come from Robeson and adjoining counties in
North Carolina. Other represented tribes include Haliwa-

Many of the students have worked diligently to promote

person to handle some of the special issues facing Native
Americans on campus.

talk the way they do. Those are some of the biggest issues,

awareness of their culture and advance the cause of Native

Saponi, Waccamaw-Siouan, Coharie, Sappony and

and those issues can become hurdles. Cultural differences

Americans. One shining example is Shelly Strickland, a 2004

Cherokee. However, their small numbers on campus do not

can lead to social differences.”

graduate in biomedical and biological engineering and the

Hunt-Lowery was one of the students pushing for such a staff

first Native American Park Scholar at NC State. A Lumbee

position. As a senior, she worked in the Division of Student

Cultural differences can sometimes affect classroom success.

Indian, Strickland won the College of Engineering

Affairs. Her job that year was to create a report that explored

“Our students have a sense of humility,” said Brett Locklear,

Outstanding Senior Award for Citizenship and Service in

the feasibility of changing the then-Department of African-

assistant director for Native American and Hispanic student

spring 2004. As vice president of NC State’s NASA, she estab-

American Student Affairs to the Department of Multicultural

affairs in the Department of Multicultural Student Affairs

lished a program for Native American youth in the Triangle

Student Affairs. In 2001 through the persistence of the Native

and a Lumbee Indian. “They simply don’t challenge or par-

to help them develop cultural awareness and leadership

American students and the leadership of Dr. Tracey Ray, direc-

ticipate in classes, and Native American students seldom ask

skills. Other community service included helping the home-

tor of multicultural student affairs, a new staff position was

for help. Professors can take that as a sign of laziness or lack

less and volunteering at urgent care facilities and health clin-

created, which Locklear now holds.

of preparedness.”

ics. In addition to her community work, her academic hon-

explain the lack of understanding that these students often
meet when they reveal that they are Native Americans.

CULTURAL DIFFERENCES CAN SOMETIMES
AFFECT CLASSROOM SUCCESS.

“

NATIVE

AMERICAN STUDENTS SELDOM ASK FOR HELP.

”

Nichol Brewer, a Lumbee Indian and a junior in biochem-

ors at NC State were numerous: she won the Udall and E.J.

Locklear and Hunt-Lowery both agreed that Native Americans

istry, and Nina Chavis, also a Lumbee Indian and a senior in

Locklear also noted that it is considered a sign of disrespect

Tyson Memorial Scholarships, was a National Collegiate

derive such perseverance from family and culture. Hunt-

chemical engineering, would like the campus community to

for a Native American to look directly into someone’s eyes.

scholar and was inducted into the Gamma Beta Phi, the

Lowery said, “We’re very determined to be successful, and we

have a better understanding of Native Americans. Chavis

According to Locklear, “We have a cultural dissonance. If

Golden Key and Phi Eta Sigma societies. Strickland, who is

are willing to work hard.”

believes that a Native American studies course offered on

you don’t understand it, then you work as best as you can to

also the 2003-04 Miss Indian North Carolina, recently

campus would help inform the community about Native

figure it out. If you still don’t understand it, then you go to

entered medical school at East Carolina University.

American cultures.

another student, but you never go to a professor.”

will not remain unknown for long, at least if these students
Another Park Scholar, Cory Blankenship, a sophomore in

Alisa Hunt-Lowery (MSIE ’04) identifies with Brewer and

In fact, Locklear knows firsthand that these students care

political science, decided to start a Native American

Chavis. She knows what it is like to be a Native American

very much, especially about issues that matter to them, such

Resource Center during his freshman year. A Cherokee

undergraduate on campus because she attended NC State

as their heritage. One way these students get to share their

Indian, Blankenship wanted students to have access to

during the ’90s and received her BS in textile engineering in

heritage with others is through an annual powwow spon-

1998. She also assisted Native American students and other

sored by the Native American Student Association (NASA),

minorities when she served as assistant director of minorities

the American Indian Science and Engineering Society

for the College of Engineering.

(AISES) and the Department of Multicultural Student Affairs
at NC State.

“The Native Americans in North Carolina come from rural
communities,” Hunt-Lowery said. “They don’t have a lot of

Powwows are social gatherings of American Indians from

interaction with people outside of their race. Coming to a

many tribes featuring drum music and dances that hark back

large university like NC State is a culture shock. Native

to traditional summer gatherings of Plains tribes during the

American students who come here are not used to explain-

first half of the 19th century. The annual NC State powwow

ing who they are, why they look like they do and why they

is held the first weekend in April. In 2004, when the Lumbee
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With an attitude of resolve for success, this unknown minority
have anything to say about it. ■

In spring 2004 Brett Locklear, assistant director for
Native American and Hispanic student affairs in the
Department of Multicultural Student Affairs at NC State,
and several Native American Students from AISES and
NASA shared their experiences as Native Americans.
Seated (left to right) are Danielle Chavis, Brett Locklear
and Lisa Smith. Standing (left to right) are Amy Dial,
Quintin Hunt, Lynn Harris, Nichol Brewer, Brad Lowery,
Matt Hunt, David Hunt, Nina Chavis, Marcus Hunt and
Ashley Lowery.
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For full-time mom, yellow brick
road leads to NC State

help noticing the importance of engineering to her sport.

slippers to her graduation ceremony), Adcock likens her

“Croquet is like billiards on grass,” she explained. “The wick-

degree path to that of the bewildered but goal-driven

ets in competitive croquet are only one-eighth inch wider

Dorothy.

than the ball — you’re working with very tight tolerances. So
physics and engineering strategies, collisions and mechanics

“Education opportunities are the yellow brick road,” she

are all very important.”

said. “The ruby slippers are what you take away from the
experience. They can perform magic, and they’re always

For an honors project in a materials engineering class,
Pursuit of a bachelor’s degree

she admits she could have tapered back her community

Adcock studied the makeup of croquet mallets, many of

in mechanical engineering is

involvement, “I wasn’t willing to give that up.”

which are custom-made. Adcock studied the various types

no easy task. Try balancing

of wood, head shapes and edgings that could affect a mallet’s

intense studies and lab work

Seven years later, at the resolute rate of two courses per

center of percussion and overall ergonomics. She posted her

with the demands of being

semester, Adcock completed her degree. “I would not have

results on the Internet and immediately received e-mails

the mother of two teenagers

been able to achieve this dream if I wasn’t able to go part

from zealous croquet players around the world.

and an active member of

time,” she said.

numerous community serv-

Kit Adcock

— “Numerical Analysis of the Basketball Shot” — coauthored

sudden realization that being a middle-aged student in a col-

with mechanical engineering faculty members Dr. Larry

Meet Mary-Kathryn “Kit”

lege environment made her feel like a minority. “I’d never

Silverberg and Dr. Chau Tran and published in the ASME

Adcock, summa cum laude

felt that before, and it made me very uncomfortable in class.

Journal of Dynamic Systems, Measurements and Controls.

graduate from North Carolina

I mean, I was old enough to be these kids’ mom.” Then she

State University, May 2003. Spurred on by an innate urge to

realized it wasn’t the students that were making her feel that

Ultimately Adcock wants to design water features, such as

get the most out of her “free time,” she has achieved a

way — it was her own perception. “Once I got past my age

pools and fountains, as a way to help educate children. “I

remarkable goal.

issue, I had a blast.”

believe children have a much better understanding of science than we give them credit for,” she said. Water is a pri-

Wolfpack Motorsports, a unique program at NC

mary example. “Kids understand how it works, and yet not

State, had both of its vehicles to score top-five fin-

Kit Adcock likes listening to music from Broadway plays. Her current

’til sixth or seventh grade do we start teaching about volume

ishes (out of 140) in the design portion of their inter-

favorite is “Wicked,” a story focusing on the witches from The Wizard of

or displacement. They already know this stuff from taking a

national competitions in summer 2004. The

bath. There must be a way to help kids develop confidence

Formula SAE is a scaled-down Formula One car that

in math and science by exploring the artistic and scientific

houses a 600cc motorcycle engine and is honed for

elements of water.”

tight turns and ear-pinning acceleration. The Mini-

Adcock’s initial motivation grew from her extensive volunteer activities. As part of her role with the Bald Head Island
Conservancy, Adcock often discussed details of the
Wilmington Harbor project with scientists throughout the
state on how the widening, deepening and relocation of local

Wolfpack Motorsports is
on a roll

Adcock even turned her love of ACC basketball into a paper
Perhaps more challenging than her prospective pace was the

ice organizations.

there to take you where you want to go.” ■

Oz. She enjoys sewing, which she calls “engineering for women of my

waterways would affect area ecology. She wanted to learn

era,” and working closely with the loggerhead turtle conservancy on Bald

more about the mechanics and engineering involved in

Head Island. She lives in Cary with her son, Brooks, and daughter, Ali.

Baja is a roll cage with big wheels and a fully remov-

potential solutions — and suspected people would pay clos-

Adcock’s interest in engineering appears to be contagious, if

able drive train that is welded with mud-slinging

er attention to her ideas if she had better credentials. So, 20

not genetic. Her son, Brooks, is a senior at NC State studying

and durability in mind. Each vehicle is built from

years after receiving a bachelor’s degree in economics from

In fact, the students became an unexpected source of inspi-

electrical and computer engineering. She has taken a couple

the ground up by students under the guidance of

Duke University, Adcock decided to enter NC State’s

ration for her. “Meeting kids from all over the state and see-

of classes with Brooks in the past — they even studied for

Dr. Eric Klang, associate professor in the

mechanical engineering program.

ing what motivated them, as well as the struggles they go

exams together. But her greatest satisfaction is being able to

Department of Mechanical and Aerospace

through and their ability to balance work and school, gave

talk to her son about his interests in an intelligent way — a

Engineering. The first semester is spent designing

Early on, she had to attend classes while her kids were in

me courage and made me realize you’re never too young —

common goal for mothers. “It’s fun because, if nothing else,

and modeling everything from the brake pedal to

school. “I tried to do whatever I could do between 8 a.m.

or too old — to handle any of these things.”

with my engineering degree I wanted to be able to under-

the chassis. Building and testing (and repairing)

stand what he’s doing. It is very rewarding.”

dominates the second semester — culminating in a

and 3 p.m.,” she said. Adcock quickly recognized that traditional academic programs were geared toward a four-year

Adcock’s diverse interests provided additional inspiration for

plan. Still, the professors she took courses from were flexible

unique engineering projects. As an avid croquet player and a

More rewards are no doubt just around the corner. A self-

and supportive of her non-traditional approach. And while

member of the US Croquet Association, Adcock couldn’t

proclaimed super-fan of The Wizard of Oz (she wore ruby
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complex, multistage competition attended by engineering programs from all over the world.
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Zorowski celebrates 50 years
teaching mechanical engineering

More recently, working with Engineering Online, the col-

Zorowski said he plans to keep teaching as long as NC State

lege’s distance education program, he developed a “talking

will let him and as long as it’s fun. “I want to keep seeing that

textbook” — a combination of CD-ROM and Web-delivered

light go on.” As for racing, he has one more event to requalify

materials that caters to continuing education and distance

for a track license and a return to the sport he loves.

learning students.

Zorowski’s appraisal of his latest outing was succinct and

Dr. Carl Zorowski refuses to slow down.

students in his 50 years of teaching —

typical: “The old bones were a little sore, but the car ran
Zorowski said he has had a lot of interesting and bright

great.” ■

a key factor in his longevity. “One of
After 50 years pushing innovative teaching methods in

the greatest challenges was to be able

mechanical engineering, he’s got a right to. Instead, he’s

to teach in such a way that I could rec-

designing distance education courses for the Web and CD-

ognize that a light was going on inside

ROM and preaching revitalization of undergraduate educa-

a student’s head.” Engineering is

tion. Topping it all off, after a nearly 20-year hiatus he’s

almost like learning a foreign lan-

returning to the racetrack, tweaking his 36-horsepower

guage, Zorowski said, in that students

Formula V to coax just a little more speed on the straight-

don’t really understand the language

aways. Whether he’s in a sports car or a classroom, Zorowski

until they start to think in that lan-

appears driven by two desires: have fun and push the limits.

guage. Watching a student start to

CONGRATULATIONS TO CHEMICAL AND BIOMOLECULAR
ENGINEERING FACULTY MEMBERS ON RECEIVING TOP
HONORS FROM THE NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION

think like an engineer is the most satZorowski has been a member of the mechanical and aero-

isfying aspect of teaching, he said.

space engineering faculty at NC State University since 1962.

“Once you see that light go on, you

He has served as head of the department and associate dean,

know they’re on their way.”

authored more than 80 publications, and become an international authority on mechanical component and system
design and on the mechanical properties of textile fibers.

Carl Zorowski shows one of his talking
textbooks on CD-ROM, appropriately titled
“Design for Strength and Endurance.”

Zorowski recently realized he had
taught five generations of doctoral
Christine Grant

students who had gone into teaching.
teaching and research excellence with awards from the

side the institute. “I’m not sure anybody else was doing that

university, the American Society of Mechanical Engineers,

sort of thing at the time,” he explained. Zorowski incorporat-

Reynolds Tobacco Co.
Zorowski began his career as a graduate assistant at Carnegie

David Ollis

“That’s a real kick in the pants for

Through it all, he has been repeatedly recognized for his

the American Society for Engineering Education and the R.J.

Jason Haugh

me.”

▲

Dr. Christine S. Grant, associate professor of chemical and biomolecular
engineering, received a Presidential Award for Excellence in Science,

ed senior design competitions into the curriculum upon his

His affect on other educators has also

Mathematics and Engineering Mentoring (PAESMEM) in a special White

arrival at NC State as well. Senior design competitions con-

been significant. In 1993 Zorowski

House ceremony. Grant is one of only nine awardees for 2003. The award

tinue today in the mechanical and aerospace engineering

assumed direction of SUCCEED

recognizes outstanding mentoring of underrepresented groups in science,

department.

(Southeastern University and College

mathematics and engineering.

Coalition for Engineering Education),

Institute of Technology (now Carnegie-Mellon). In spring

▲

Dr. Jason M. Haugh, assistant professor of chemical and biomolecular engi-

1953 he stepped in to teach a senior aerospace course. “After

Zorowski’s program innovations have also won him acclaim.

a multimillion dollar National Science

a couple weeks in class I thought, hey, this is kind of fun,”

He initiated development of an interdisciplinary research

Foundation program geared toward

Zorowski said. By the time he joined the faculty at NC State

program in fiber and textile mechanics, which resulted in his

revitalizing undergraduate education.

in 1962, he already had received national attention for his

being named R. J. Reynolds Professor of Mechanical

Due in large part to his leadership, the

teaching innovations.

Engineering in 1969. He also directed a new interdisciplinary

program has had a significant impact

Engineering, received the NSF Director’s Award for Distinguished Teaching

master’s degree program in integrated manufacturing sys-

on undergraduate engineering educa-

Scholars, the highest honor

tems engineering, which was awarded the prestigious LEAD

tion in the Southeast. Although

bestowed by NSF for excellence

began to incorporate a mechanical design competition in

(Leadership and Excellence in Application and Development)

Zorowski retired in 1997, he continues

in both teaching and research.

which seniors would have to build a prototype of their final

University Award by the Society of Manufacturing Engineers

part time as director of assessment

project. This developed a lot of interest from educators out-

in 1989.

and evaluation for the coalition.

While at Carnegie, Zorowski and another faculty member
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neering, received a 2002 Presidential Early Career Award for Scientists and
Engineers (PECASE), NSF’s highest award to young scientists and engineers.
▲

Dr. David F. Ollis, Distinguished Professor of Chemical and Biomolecular
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Ric Porter

frontline

Terri Helmlinger

Alumni marriage a tribute to Ric Porter

Industrial
Extension Service

ALUMNI IN THE

Wolfpack on the prowl in Afghanistan

Porter’s son, Nicolas, established the Richard L. Porter
Memorial Scholarship in 2000. Taranto and Vitolo decided to
make a gift to the scholarship fund as a part of their wedding
celebration this past June, but they would love to do more to
honor the man who had such an impact on their lives.
Vitolo, who grew up in Connecticut, came to NC State to
study economics and computer science. Porter guided Vitolo
through his degree programs and even pushed him to add a
major in mathematics when he realized Vitolo was only a
course or two away from getting a math degree. Vitolo won a
Newlywed alumni Thomas Vitolo and Jennifer Taranto
met at the memorial service for their mentor, Ric Porter.

Mitchell fellowship after graduation, which took him to

(Photo: Terrell Russell)

Dublin City University. Now he is a PhD student at Boston

Ireland to get his master’s in financial and industrial math at
University studying optimization. Or, as he puts it, “all math,
all the time.” He added, “This is all Dr. Porter’s fault. I

Jenn and Tom got married — and they want all North

thought I’d come out of college as an economist.”

Carolina State University engineering alumni to know it.

Terri Helmlinger

Not just because they are themselves NC State graduates,

Taranto came to NC State from Fayetteville to study environ-

but because they want to spread the word about their match-

mental engineering but quickly decided it wasn’t for her. A

maker and the amazing catalyst of their present careers.

friend told her to see Porter. “He stepped right in and direct-

Teresa A. (Terri) Helmlinger (BSEO

ed me to the construction management program, which I

’78), assistant vice chancellor of exten-

Dr. Richard L. (Ric) Porter was assistant dean for academic

loved,” Taranto said. She now works as a supervisor for a

sion and engagement and executive

affairs in the College of Engineering when he met Jennifer

general contractor and spends most of her day on the job site

director of the Industrial Extension

Taranto (CEM ’00) and Thomas Vitolo (CSC ’99, AMA ’00).

with tradesmen. “There’s never a dull moment,” she said.

Service, is the first woman to serve as

To each of them, and to countless other engineering stu-

That statement could also apply to Porter, Vitolo added.

president of the National Society of

dents, Porter was mentor and friend. His thorough knowl-

“Dr. Porter had a creative approach to teaching. He once

Professional Engineers.

edge of the opportunities available in the College, and the

taught principles of textile strength using spaghetti strands.”

occasionally daunting tasks associated with them, made aca-

Louis Javoroski (left), a chemical engineering senior, was called to serve in
Afghanistan in early spring 2003. He was in his last semester and ready to
graduate with a job lined up and a baby on the way. He returned safely to
North Carolina in May 2004 and saw his daughter, Lillyan Grace, for the first
time. Javoroski received his bachelor’s degree this fall and will start work
with International Paper in Georgetown, SC, January 2005. Christopher
Steele (right) is a doctoral student in zoology. This picture was taken on
their last day in Afghanistan. (Photo: Louis Javoroski)

She was named Fellow of the

demic life easier to navigate. On top of that, Vitolo said, “he

To the newlyweds, Porter was a true Renaissance man. “He

Professional Engineers of North

was incredibly generous with his time and genuinely cared

loved music and good food and got excited about so many

Carolina (PENC); Business Leader

for students. That’s what made him so special.”

different aspects of life,” Taranto said. “He realized the value

magazine named her to their seventh

of not being just a geeky engineering student.”

annual “Impact 100” list; and NC State

Porter passed away unexpectedly in 1999. Taranto and

University gave her the 2003 Equity for

Vitolo, who after nearly four years in the College of

Jenn and Tom needed unique direction in their careers.

Engineering had yet to cross paths, met at Porter’s memorial

Porter provided such guidance for them, as he did for dozens

service. After the service they had coffee together and shared

of other students. It’s their goal to see that “Dr. Porter” con-

Alumna Terri Helmlinger — leader,

their memories of Porter. They’ve been sharing coffee, and

tinues to make a difference — even after his passing. ■

engineer, pioneer, achiever.

making their own memories, ever since.

Women Award.

E xp er ienc e the w or ld of E ngineer ing O nline
a t N or th C ar olina S ta t e U niv ersit y
with the t ouch of a butt on!

h ttp://E ngineer ingO nline .ncsu .edu/

“In a sense, Dr. Porter has full responsibility for our falling in
love, even though he never thought to introduce us while he

To learn more about the Richard L. Porter Memorial Scholarship, please call

was alive,” Vitolo said.

Gwen Bell at (919) 515-7237.
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At the top of a 104-foot tower is the
NC Solar Center’s 1000-watt wind
turbine. Below the wind turbine are
anemometers and a wind direction vane.

update

EXTENSION

NC Solar Center —
capturing coastal winds
Strong, steady winds made Kitty Hawk on the Outer Banks of

Wind turbines are modern-day windmills that generate elec-

North Carolina the perfect testing ground for the Wright

tricity without polluting the air. Mounted on towers up to 100

brothers’ glider. It is those same strong, steady winds that

feet or higher, they capture the energy of the wind with their

make coastal North Carolina a perfect testing ground for

spinning blades. There are single wind turbines for farmers,

wind turbines. The North Carolina Solar Center at NC State

ranchers and homeowners and utility-scale wind “farms”

University is conducting the tests as part of its Coastal Wind

made up of a large number of wind turbines connected to a

Initiative program.

utility power grid. Some use wind turbines to offset their
energy costs; others make a profit by selling their energy to

The NC Solar Center’s program manager for wind and solar

a local utility or leasing land to a wind energy developer.

energy, Shawn Fitzpatrick, and renewable energy specialist,
Beth Mast, want to increase the development of wind energy

Wind resource assessment is critical in determining whether

in North Carolina, especially in eastern North Carolina.

a site is appropriate for wind energy development. In North

Wind energy is the world’s fastest-growing renewable energy

Carolina only two areas have suitable wind resources: the

resource, with an annual growth rate of 25 percent.

mountains and the coast. Both Appalachian State University

Currently, only a few landowners in North Carolina have

(ASU) and the NC Solar Center are using tower-mounted

wind turbines. Through workshops and research projects,

anemometers, wind-measuring devices, to collect wind data

Fitzpatrick and Mast hope to educate eastern North Carolina

from several mountain and coastal sites to determine

residents, especially those in rural communities, about the

whether the sites are suitable for wind turbines. They are also

economic potential of wind turbines.

using that data to assess the accuracy of the North Carolina

Fitzpatrick and Mast selected 5 sites spread across 20 coastal

nonprofit program that uses voluntary contributions to pur-

counties. Participants had to demonstrate that their sites

chase electricity generated from renewable energy sources,

met a list of criteria, including having a good wind resource

such as wind, to add to the state’s power supply. “NC

according to the wind map. They also had to have a viable

GreenPower pays a premium price for wind-generated elec-

wind energy project in mind.

tricity,” Fitzpatrick said.

Tower heights for the NC SOW project range from 20 meters

According to Fitzpatrick, a utility-scale wind project could be

to 50 meters with three to five anemometers positioned at

as small as one 10-kilowatt wind turbine or as large as 15 tur-

various elevations along each tower. An electric data logger

bines totaling 20 megawatts interconnected to a local utility

at the base of the tower stores the data collected from the

grid. “One to two acres of land would need to be set aside for

anemometers. At the end of every month, participants in the

a project like this,” he said, “but the land would serve a dual

loan program pull data plugs from the loggers and mail them

purpose. It would generate electricity up to 200 feet in the

to the NC Solar Center.

air, but underneath the wind turbine there would still be
grazing or farming land.”

By the end of the yearlong collection process, data from the
NC SOW project will determine which sites are economically

Leasing land to a third party wind developer is another possi-

suitable for wind turbines. “If a site looks very promising, we

bility. “In the Midwest, farmers are able to lease their land to

will encourage the owner to invest in an energy system,”

developers and get $2,000 to $4,000 annually per turbine

Fitzpatrick said.

installation,” Mast said. “Although currently there are no
wind developers in North Carolina, two companies have

A companion project to NC SOW is the formation of a

been following renewable energy in North Carolina,”

Coastal Wind Working Group (CWWG). Mast plans to take

Fitzpatrick added.

data collected from NC SOW and present it to key stakeholders. She also plans to demonstrate the economic potential of

In addition to NC SOW

wind energy development in eastern North Carolina, espe-

and CWWG projects,

cially in low-income rural communities.

Fitzpatrick and others

Initiative program, access the NC Solar Center’s

installed a 1000-watt

website, www.ncsc.ncsu.edu.

wind map that is based on computer-modeled wind speed
predictions.
Researchers at ASU have already collected one year’s worth of
data from sites in the mountains through an anemometer
loan program. In summer 2004 the NC Solar Center began
their own anemometer loan program to determine wind
resources in eastern North Carolina. The program, called the

According to Mast, low-income farmers would especially

wind turbine on a 104-

benefit from erecting wind turbines because they could cut

foot tower at the NC

electric bills while using their land for other purposes. “Wind

Solar Center as an outreach project so that people could see

is a homegrown energy that we can harvest right alongside

what a wind turbine looks like. “The site doesn’t have a good

our corn, soybeans, hogs, poultry or other crops. We can use

wind resource, but there is nothing better than having a wind

the energy in our local communities, or we can export it to

turbine in the backyard that people can touch,” Fitzpatrick

other markets.”

said. That particular wind turbine also serves another outreach purpose — Fitzpatrick and Mast have dismantled it and

North Carolina State Observation of Wind (NC SOW), is made
possible by the US Department of Energy’s Wind Powering
America initiative. Equipment and data are free to participants. Typically, the cost of such systems would range from
$1,500 to $7,500.

For more information about the Coastal Wind

In addition to offsetting energy costs, wind turbines have the

erected it many times for wind turbine installation work-

potential to be moneymakers. Fitzpatrick noted, “Most peo-

shops.

ple are interested in NC SOW because they are interested in
generating their own power. Fewer are aware that they can

In North Carolina there is burgeoning interest in wind ener-

start a project and sell the power to the utility grid. In fact,

gy. Through education and research, Fitzpatrick and Mast

NC GreenPower is actively seeking wind projects.”

hope to foster that interest. Harnessing the energy of coastal
winds helped to create the era of flight. Perhaps harnessing

Shawn Fitzpatrick mounts a
wind direction vane to the tower.
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Established in January 2003 by the NC Utilities Commission,

that same power will create an era of wind energy develop-

the NC GreenPower program (www.ncgreenpower.org) is a

ment in North Carolina. ■
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footnotes
FRONTLINE

Dr. Thomas Dow, director of the Precision
Engineering Center, has been appointed the Dean F.
Duncan Professor of Mechanical Engineering. The
Duncan Professorship was established in 1998 by
Hugh M. Duncan (IE ’55) of Charlotte, retired president
of Southern Precision Spring Co., in honor of his father,
who graduated from NC State in 1923. The gift was
the first named professorship at NC State’s College of
Engineering to be endowed by an individual.

Dr. John Muth, assistant professor of electrical and
computer engineering, was selected to participate in
the 10th annual Frontiers of Engineering symposium
by the National Academy of Engineering.

All four Outstanding Senior
Awards go to women

Hammoudi, Jimison named 2004
Faculty Senior Scholars

For 2004, all four College of Engineering Outstanding Senior
Awards went to women, and two of the four are underrepresented
minorities.
Melanie Chin, ranked first in her class in chemical engineering,
won the award for scholarly achievement.

Dr. Hassan Hassan, professor of mechanical
and aerospace engineering, received the Alexander
Quarles Holladay Medal for Excellence from the
NC State Board of Trustees.

Dr. Robert Kelly, Alcoa Professor of Chemical and
Biomolecular Engineering, received the R.J. Reynolds
Tobacco Company Award for Excellence in Teaching,
Research and Extension for 2003.

Paper Science and
Engineering degree offered
The College of Engineering at North Carolina State University has
joined forces with the College of Natural Resources to administer a
Bachelor of Science degree in paper science and engineering.
Dr. Richard Keltie, associate dean of academic affairs in the College
of Engineering, said that, historically, many students pursuing a
degree in pulp and paper science completed a dual degree in chemical engineering as well. “It was a nice blend and placed students in
better standing for jobs.” The new program will now require an
introductory course to engineering, reflecting a national trend
toward formalized engineering training for all pulp and paper students.
According to the head of the Department of Wood and Paper
Science, Dr. Michael J. Kocurek, the new program will qualify for
accreditation by the Accreditation Board for Engineering and
Technology (ABET). NC State’s pulp and paper program is one of
only eight such programs nationwide.

Dr. Nino Masnari, Distinguished Professor of
Electrical and Computer Engineering and dean of the
College of Engineering, was appointed vice chair of
the American Society for Engineering Education
Engineering Deans Council through June 2005.
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Dr. Adrianna Kirkman, associate dean of academic affairs in the
College of Natural Resources, said completion of the new program
will allow students, once they are in the work force, to achieve the
designation of Professional Engineer (PE) — a key for professional
development and advancement in the industry.
Kocurek also noted that, along with accreditation, just adding the
word “engineering” to the degree should help in recruiting new students. “High school students hear the word ‘technology’ and aren’t
sure what they’re in for,” he said. “Paper science and engineering
makes a lot more sense.”

Shelly R. Strickland, a double major in biological and biomedical
engineering, won the award for citizenship and service. A Lumbee
Indian, she is the first Native American to win a Park scholarship at NC
State. She also won Udall and E.J. Tyson Memorial scholarships, was a
National Collegiate Scholar and served as Miss Indian North Carolina.
Natalie M. Scurry, a chemical engineering major and vice president
of the senior class, won the award for leadership. Scurry was also a
Caldwell scholar and a National Action Council for Minorities in
Engineering (NACME) Scholar.
Georgiana B. Williams, a chemical engineering major with a bachelor of arts in French language and literature, won the award for
humanities.

NC State and Meredith create dual
degree program
The College of Engineering at NC State has formed an agreement with
Meredith College to establish a dual degree program that allows students to
attend Meredith College for three years and the College of Engineering at NC
State for two years. Participants will receive a bachelor of arts degree in chemistry or mathematics from Meredith and a bachelor of science degree in chemical, environmental, civil, computer, electrical or industrial engineering from NC
State.
The new dual degree with Meredith is one of several such programs offered
jointly by the College of Engineering and other institutions in North Carolina,
including Saint Augustine’s College, Elon University and St. Andrews
Presbyterian College.

Taymour Hammoudi

Leslie Jimison

The College of Engineering Faculty Senior Scholarship Awards for 2004-05
went to biomedical engineering major Taymour Hammoudi and materials science and engineering major Leslie Jimison. Hammoudi has been engaged in HIV
research for Duke University and GlaxoSmithKline while maintaining a 4.0.
Jimison currently holds a 4.0 and is a member of the university’s cross-country
and track teams and has volunteered with Habitat for Humanity.

Engineering delivers 2+2
program to Craven County
The College of Engineering has added Craven Community College’s
new Havelock campus to its list of 2+2 program partners. The new
program will offer a bachelor of science degree in engineering (BSE)
with a concentration in mechanical engineering. The program was
designed specifically to address the need for more advanced technical education in an area dominated by working professionals and
active military associated with Cherry Point Marine Corps Air Station.
Students spend their first two years taking courses on the
Havelock campus. The sophomore year they enroll in distance education courses delivered from NC State. Students transfer to NC State
for their final two years or remain in Havelock and complete the BSE
degree.
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From the executive director
This year marks the 60th anniversary
of the NC State Engineering

NC State Engineering
Foundation, Inc.
Annual Report
2003-04

Foundation, and there are many
reasons to celebrate. The fiscal year
that ended June 30, 2004, brought a
solid rebound to the equity markets.
As a result, many of our endowed
Ben Hughes

funds have risen above water, and
spending should pick up going

forward. In addition, the College of Engineering set a
record, having received more than $61 million in total
private support, including the largest grant in the
University’s history — $27 million from Golden LEAF in
support of the Biomanufacturing Training and Education
Center to be built on Centennial Campus. The NC State
Engineering Foundation received $7.4 million in direct
support and leveraged an additional $13.4 million in
pledges, deferred gifts and gifts-in-kind, for a total of $20.8
million. Privately sponsored research funds accounted for
the balance. As a result, the College of Engineering and the
NC State Engineering Foundation together accounted for
more than 30 percent of the total private support
contributed to NC State University, and the total assets of
the Foundation crossed the $40 million mark. Perhaps the
most noteworthy achievement is the growth of the Dean’s
Circle, a recognition society for donors who have made
annual, unrestricted gifts directly to the Engineering
Foundation in support of the people and programs in the
College of Engineering. We are extremely grateful to the
four individuals who stepped up to the Lampe Society level,
which recognizes annual donors of $10,000 or more, and

Volunteers
NC State Engineering
Foundation, Inc.
Board of Directors
Quint M. Barefoot, CHE ’85
Consultant, Self-Employed
R. Kelly Barnhill Sr., CE ’64
Chairman
Hendrix-Barnhill Company, Inc.
Ronald Brown, CHE ’74
President
Brown’s Builders Supply
J. Steve Browning, CE ’61, ’66
President
Browning Engineers, Inc.
Joseph S. Colson Jr., EE ’68
President, Colson Consulting, Inc.
Retired, Lucent Technologies
S. Frank Culberson, CHE ’60
President and CEO
Rimkus Consulting Group, Inc.
Frederick N. Day IV
President and CEO
Progress Energy Carolinas
E. O. Ferrell III, EE ’66
Senior Vice President
Power Delivery, Northern Region
Duke Energy Corporation
Edward P. Fitts, IE ’61
Chairman and CEO
Dopaco, Inc.
Thomas Forshaw III, MATH ’66
Owner/President
Forshaw Industries
Glenn E. Futrell, CE ’63, ’65
Managing Partner
Pirate’s Cove
A. Frederick Gant, IE ’55
Retired, Key Pharmaceuticals
Berry G. Jenkins Jr., CE ’65
Director, Highway Heavy Division
Carolinas AGC, Inc.
David G. Jones, CE ’73
President and CEO
Jones Construction Services, Inc.
J. Phillip Kennett, IE ’62
President/Owner
Wood Armfield Furniture
Michael D. Killian, CHE ’68
Retired, Ashland Inc.

Robert E. Troxler, EE ’83
Director of Advanced Technologies
Troxler Electronic Laboratories, Inc.
Craig M. Wardlaw
Retired, Bank of America
Edwin L. Welch Jr.
President
I. L. Long Construction Company, Inc.
S. Edward White, EO ’78
President, White Ventures LLC
H. E. Withers III, CE ’75
CEO, Withers & Ravenel, Inc.
Robert G. Wright, CE ’68
Chairman
Kimley-Horn and Associates, Inc.
Deborah B. Young, CE ’77
HS&E Director
Honeywell, Int.

NC State University
College of Engineering
Advisory Council
Edward T. Carney
Vice President, Engineering
NSITE Cisco Systems, Inc.
Calvin H. Carter Jr., PhD, MSE ’77, ’80, ’83
Director of Materials Technology
Cree, Inc.
Barry W. Eveland
Vice President and Senior State Executive
IBM Corporation
Barry Gardner, CE ’75
Executive Vice President
Shelco, Inc.
Robert Hambright
President and CEO
Centex Construction Company
Danny L. Henderson, CHE ’79, ’81
Division Vice President and Business Director
Semiconductor Materials
Corning Incorporated
John J. Jenkins
President
Worldwide Commercial and Consumer
Equipment Division
John Deere Company
David D. Jones, PhD, ME ’65, ’70, ‘81
Chairman, CEO and COO
Marine Products Corporation

hope their example will spur others to do likewise.

Gayle Seawell Lanier, IE ’82
General Manager, DMS Portfolio
Nortel Networks

Jerry S. Lee, PhD, ME ’63, ’67
Senior Vice President
Technology and Innovation
Goodrich Corporation

These are but a few of the many causes for celebration. We

Henry V. Liles Jr., CE ’74, ’81
Vice President of NC Operations
HNTB North Carolina

John F. Norris Jr., NE ’71
Consultant

have come a long way in our first 60 years, and we have no
intention of stopping here. The Foundation board and the
staff have set aggressive goals for attracting greater
resources to the College and gaining increased recognition
for the outstanding engineering programs we offer. We
look forward to your participation and to celebrating many
more anniversaries and successes to come.

John T. McCarter Jr., NE ’73
Retired, GE
Robert E. Meares, EE ‘74
Senior Retail Services Specialist
IBM Global Services
Barbara Hill Mulkey, CE ’77, ’84
President
Mulkey Engineers & Consultants
J. Stuart Phoenix, ESM ’76
Managing Director
FMI Corporation

William J. Pratt
Chairman of the Board and Chief Technical
Officer
RF Micro Devices, Inc.
Albert L. Pruden, AE ’55 (Chairman)
F-22 Program Manager
Advanced Product Development
Lockheed Martin Aeronautical Systems
Ben G. Streetman, PhD
Dean of Engineering
The University of Texas at Austin

C. Robert Rhodes, IE ’60
Attorney
Womble Carlyle

Randy S. Swartz, ME ’71
Vice President and General Manager
Northeast Operations
BE&K

make a difference.

James M. Robinson Jr., CE ’74, ’76
Senior Vice President
King Engineering Associates, Inc.

Scot Wingo, CPE ’92
CEO and President
ChannelAdvisor Corporation

— Ben Hughes
Executive Director
Development and College Relations

C. Edward Scott III, AE ’65
Retired, R. J. Reynolds

Robert G. Wright, CE ’68
Chairman
Kimley-Horn and Associates, Inc.

Thank you for your dedication and support. It truly does
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Donors 2003-04

Dean’s Circle

R. STANHOPE PULLEN SOCIETY

Gifts listed below were received July 1, 2003, through June 30, 2004.

The R. Stanhope Pullen Society, named after the Raleigh philanthropist who donated the original 62 acres of land for the site now
known as North Carolina State University, recognizes donors who
Donors Henry and Lou Mitta meet their scholar,
Donald Grantham, at the 2004 Scholarship and
Fellowship Dinner.

Scholarship/Fellowship Dinner Held
The Eighth Annual Engineering Endowed Scholarship/Fellowship Dinner was
held March 19, 2004, at the Brownstone Hotel in Raleigh. Sponsored by the

have included NC State University in their estate plans. Here, the
College of Engineering at NC State recognizes individuals who

Years of Consecutive Giving: (*) = 5+, (**) = 10+
Gifts made directly to the NC State Engineering Foundation, Inc. are utilized
exclusively for the benefit of the College of Engineering. The Dean’s Circle was
created to recognize the vital support that annual, unrestricted gifts provide.

have planned gifts for the College, either in their wills or through a

LAMPE SOCIETY

life income gift such as a charitable remainder trust that provides

The Lampe Society, named for John Harold Lampe, Dean of Engineering 1945-1962,

income for the donor(s) or a beneficiary for life or a term of years

recognizes donors of annual, unrestricted gifts of $10,000 or more directly to the Engineering Leadership Fund.

and passes the remainder to the College. These gifts are typically
funded with cash, bonds, stock, real estate or other real property.

S. Frank Culberson ’60 • Edward P. Fitts ’61 • Edwin L. Welch* • Edgar S. Woolard Jr. ’56 • Robert G. Wright* ’68

They often result in a named endowment fund that benefits the
College in perpetuity.

NC State Engineering Foundation, the event brings together donors and student

FADUM SOCIETY
The Fadum Society, named for Ralph Eigil Fadum, Dean of Engineering 1962-1978, recognizes donors of annual, unrestricted

recipients of endowed scholarships and fellowships to celebrate academic

The names listed for the Pullen Society include donors who

gifts of $5,000 to $9,999 directly to the Engineering Leadership Fund.

achievement and private support. Approximately 200 donors and recipients

announced planned gifts prior to June 30, 2004. For information

S. Joseph Colson Jr.* ’68 • James M. Robinson Jr. ’74, ’76

gathered for the dinner in 2004.

about including the College of Engineering in your estate plans – or

“This is a very popular event for both the students and the donors,” said
Benjamin H. Hughes, executive director of the NC State Engineering Foundation.
“It gives the donors a chance to meet the beneficiaries of their gifts, and the
students enjoy having an opportunity to thank the people who are helping
them achieve their goals.”
Besides providing financial benefits, scholarships and fellowships also offer
alumni, friends and supporters a means to demonstrate their interest in NC

Susie and Russ O'Dell
attend the 2003 Dean's
Circle dinner.

if you have already done so and would like to become a member of

VAN LEER SOCIETY

the Pullen Society – contact David Nolan, Director of Development,

The Van Leer Society, named for Blake Ragsdale Van Leer, Dean of Engineering 1937-1942, recognizes donors of annual,

NC State Engineering Foundation, (919) 515-7458, (866) 316-4057

unrestricted gifts of $2,500 to $4,999 directly to the Engineering Leadership Fund.

toll free, or david_nolan@ncsu.edu or Joan DeBruin, Director of
Gift Planning, Campus Box 7501, NC State University, Raleigh, NC
27695-7501, (919) 515-9076, or joan_debruin@ncsu.edu.
Raul Alvarez ’58 • Marian H. and John V. Andrews ’55 • William E. Angelo •

Charles F. Burton III ’81 • Thomas G. (’71, ’74) and Mary Cunningham* • Ching Seng Fang ’64, ’69 • E. O. Ferrell III* ’66 • Glenn E. Futrell* ’63, ’65 •
Michael D. Killian* ’68 • Donald I. Lamonds* ’78 • Samuel G. McCachern* ’85 • John T. McCarter Jr. ’73 • J. Stuart Phoenix ’76 • C. Ed Scott* ’65 •
Kenneth A. Stevens ’72 • Robert E. Troxler ’83 • C. Ed Vick** ’56, ’60 • S. Edward White ’78

Donald L. and Maryann D. Bitzer • H. Carlisle Booth ’33 • Guy W. Burke •

DEAN’S SOCIETY

State engineering students. These donors understand the impact scholarships

Victoria R. and Richard E. Byrd Jr. ’65 • Worley H. Clark Jr. ’56 • Carolyn J.

The Dean’s Society recognizes donors of annual, unrestricted gifts of $1,000 to $2,499 made directly to the Engineering

and fellowships have on continuing to build top-quality programs in

and Robert C. Cline ’57 • Mrs. Joseph H. Cook • Mary W. and Thomas G.

Leadership Fund.

engineering education. ■

Cunningham ’71 • James M. Davis Jr. ’58 • Kitty B. and John J. DuPlessis ’58

The annual dinner gives scholar Brooke Porras
an opportunity to thank donors Tricia and
Stuart Phoenix.

• Linda W. and Charles E. Edwards ’50 • Edith H. and R. O. Everett ’47 •

David C. Ailor ’75 • Ronald J. Baer ’68 • Quint M. Barefoot ’85 • R. Kelly Barnhill ’64 • Henry M. Booke* ’56 • Larry A. Bowman ’73 • Charles E.

Kent B. Foster ’65 • Margaret L. Foust • Tempie L. and Benny J. Furr ’62 •

Branscomb ’49, ’50 • Robert G. Braswell ’79 • Martha Kuper Brinson ’72 • J. Steve Browning ’61, ’66 • Fred (’62) and Judy Brunk • Amos G. Bullard Jr.

Phyllis and Glenn E. Futrell ’63 • William H. Goodwin Jr. • O. Max and Jane

’56, ’59, ’67 • N. Ellis Cannady Jr. ’43 • Talmage B. Clements ’69, ’77 •

C. Gordon ’49 • Edward D. Graham Jr. ’70 • Elise R. and Harry C. Grimmer

Keith V. Collins* ’82 • Kerr and Tori Collins ’89 • James M. Davis Jr.* ’58 •

’60 • James A. Hackney III ’61 • James T. Haynes ’78 • Lyda C. and Thomas
E. Haynes ’41 • Dale F. Hicks ’65 • Mary Virginia and Jesse R. Holshouser Jr.

It Only Takes a Moment

’61 • William A. Knott ’50 • Gary W. and Gail L. Lewis • Betty T. Lilly •
Betty F. and Neely F. J. (“Sy”) Matthews • Mary B. McCuen • Donald W.

One of the best ways to show your support for your alma mater is joining the
Dean’s Circle. Your tax-deductible gift to the NC State Engineering Foundation,

Memory ’58 • Ruth and Gene Mogilnicki ’47 • Bobby L. Montague ’58 •

Inc. of $1,000 or more in unrestricted funds qualifies you for membership.

Clara Lee R. Moodie • Joe T. Moore Jr. ’53 • Betty S. and Clyde C. Neely ’51

Whether it is for student recruitment, faculty development, scholarship support

• Edgar B. Nichols Jr. ’39 • Francis P. O’Dell ’75 • Ronald G. Pendred ’76 •

Forshaw III • Howard D. Gage Jr. ’89, ’95 • Barry W. Gardner ’75 • Brian D.
Garrett ’72 • Lucy Ann Gebhart ’82, ’84 • Ed L. Hand • Edward F. Holt ’60

’42 • Kay T. and Edward E. Hood Jr. ’52 • Frances L. and John C. Huffman
’58 • J. Devereux Joslin ’41 • Libby and Rolf Kaufman ’52 • Lee Ellis King

Fred N. Day IV* • Michael A. Ernst ’78 • Lynn W. Eury ’59 • Thomas

• Ben H. Hughes* • Berry G. Jenkins Jr. ’65 • David G. Jones* ’73 • Johnie
H. Jones ’53 • Rolf Kaufman ’52, ’55 • J. Phil Kennett ’62 • Johnny LeBlanc
’77 • Henry V. Liles Jr.* ’74, ’81 • Nino A. Masnari* • Dana B. Mattox* ’41 •
Thomas R. McPherson Jr. ’76, ’77 • Merlin A. Meares ’48 • Robert E.
Meares ’74 • Wayne M. Miller ’66 • Dade W. Moeller ’57 • Barbara H.
Mulkey ’77, ’84 • Charles C. Randall ’62 • C. Robert Rhodes ’60 • P. E.

Anco L. Prak ’68 • Ann M. Quillian ’85 • Brenda T. and H. Gray Reavis Jr. ’67

or other programs not supported by the State, these critical dollars are of utmost

Scarborough Jr. ’59, ’61 • Timothy E. Scronce ’87 • D. Stephen Seawright

• Russell L. Roberson • Carl M. Smith • Louis C. Smith ’50 • Virginia D. and

importance. Please call David Nolan or Gwen Bell at (919) 515-7458 for more

’64 • John P. Shillinglaw ’65 • John M. Simmons ’65 • Paul R. Stewart ’59 •

Sidney W. Spencer ’33 • Robert H. Spilman ’50 • Eleanor S. and C. Bernard
Tate • A. Lewis Thomas Jr. ’85 • Charles R. Tomkins III ’64 • Julia M. and

information. It only takes a moment.

Thomas H. Tassos Jr. ’50 • Henry C. Thomas* ’40 • Craig M. Wardlaw* •
Michael A. Whitaker ’96, ’98 • J. Turner Whitted ’78 • H. E. Withers III ’75 •
Deborah B. Young ’77, ’84 • Joseph M. Ziglar ’52

James B. Tommerdahl ’55 • Joseph M. Weaver ’52 • Iris S. Wiggins

— Join the Dean’s Circle
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Alumni and friends contributors 2003-04
GIFTS OF

$100,000
&

Donald J. Barnes ’95 • Thomas R. McPherson Jr. ’76, ’77 • Bobby L. Montague ’58 • Estate of Mozelle Rose Thompson • Edward I. Weisiger Jr. ’82 •

Raymond L. Murray • Christopher M. Myers ’69 • Robert T. Noble ’69 • Ed P. Odom Jr. ’81, ’82 • James A. Oldham ’76 • Roger Lewis Owens ’69, ’69 • Alicia B.

Scot Wingo ’92 • Edgar S. Woolard Jr. ’56 • Robert G. Wright ’68

Patterson ’89, ’90 • Henly H. Patton Jr. ’48 • Donald R. Paul ’61 • George N. Payne Jr. ’49 • David L. Percy • Marion Ronald Poole ’58 • Wilbur J. Privott Jr. ’61 • Clark
Readling ’60 • Phillip B. Renfrow ’90 • Jeff Richardson ’77 • Keith T. Ross ’80 • Sheryl Ann Rudd ’87 • Timothy Saxe ’75 • P. E. Scarborough Jr. ’59, ’61 • Judith Ann

ABOVE

Scott • D. Stephen Seawright ’64 • Boyce J. Sherrill II ’84 • David T. Sidbury ’86 • Leon R. Simon ’51 • Frayser Simpson ’78 • Julie H. Skipper ’81 • Lee R. Skipper ’82 •
Richard C. Sloan ’58 • Keith W. Smith ’75 • James J. Spivey ’72, ’74 • James A. Stewart ’70 • Kenneth M. Tate ’83 • James A. Tevepaugh Jr. ’73 • Donald R. Tomlin ’55 •
Robert and Carolyn Cline ’58 • Estate of Jack L. and Bonnie F. Covington • Ann M. Quillian ’85 • Timothy E. Scronce ’87 • Edwin L. Welch Jr.

GIFTS OF

John B. Vaughan ’52 • George O. White ’65, ’76 • Gerald M. White ’60 • R. Scott Whittle • Fredrick R. Wicker Jr. ’75 • Tony M. Woody ’86 • Yaping Zhong ’91 • Paul Z.
Zia • James L. Zimmerman Jr. ’65, ’67 • Vasili V. Zolotov ’01 • James R. Zook ’61

$50,000
TO

Charles D. Adkins ’58 • Robert L. Andrews ’64 • Joseph P. Archie Jr. ’60, ’62, ’68 • George S. Atkinson Jr. ’42 • Robert C. Atkinson ’80 • George R. Auten

$99,999

GIFTS OF

$250
W.E. Angelo ’42 • Estate of Harry and Helen Bowling • Joseph S. Colson Jr. ’68 • S. Frank Culberson ’60 • James Lee Davis • Edward P. Fitts Jr. ’61 •
GIFTS OF

Jr. ’78, ’87 • Charles D. Averette ’60 • Marty A. Baker ’88 • Richard E. Baker Jr. ’85, ’97 • William C. Baker ’67 • Carl J. Bannerman ’61 • Stephen J.

TO

Barberio ’69, ’71 • Wesley T. Bass ’72 • Clarence B. Beaver Jr. ’52 • Hoy S. Beck Jr. ’75 • Samuel T. Beddingfield ’56 • Cathy N. Beeson ’83 • Bruce W.

$499

Bennett ’87 • Michael W. Bezera ’78 • John R. Bezold ’94 • Daniel H. Biechler ’89 • John M. Billcheck ’95 • Charles G. Bingenheimer Jr. • G. Lansing

Glenn E. Futrell ’63, ’65 • Allen F. Gant ’55 • Brian D. Harry ’88 • Cecil E. Harwell • John R. Hauser ’60 • William E. Highfill ’41 • J.C. Huffman ’58 •

Blackshaw ’66 • John V. Boehme ’64 • John W. Bogle III ’66 • Chris Booth • L. Carlton Bost Jr. ’63 • James W. Braswell ’59 • Don Brittain ’73 • Hope

TO

Ryoung Ja Kim • The Celia R. Klein Revocable Trust • Charles D. Lamb ’76 • Charles R. Manning Jr. ’67 • Barbara Hill Mulkey ’77, ’84 • Ronald G.

W. Brotherton ’90 • Roger D. Brown ’57 • James A. Buck ’97 • Jennifer L. Bufalini • Jeffrey A. Buffo ’86 • J. Kenneth Burge ’50 • R. Andrew Burgin ’94 • Raymond P.

$49,999

Pendred ’76 • Larry Kenneth Petty ’54 • Russell L. Roberson Jr. • B.D. Rodgers Jr. ’49 • Richard J. Spontak • James B. Tommerdahl ’55 • Erik W. Troan

Byrd ’89 • Wayne G. Cain ’80 • George T. Cannon II ’69 • J. Owen Carson Jr. ’71 • Eugene Colby Cathey ’70 • Edward L. Chambers Jr. ’68 • Herbert E. Church Jr. ’41 •

’95 • Craig M. Wardlaw • Louis S. Whatley ’62

Robert A. Clare ’70 • Norris Z. Clayton ’77 • Lawrence H. Conner ’50 • Gary G. Conrad ’78 • Charles W. Cook ’61 • Todd A. Cook ’87, ’89, ’93 • Marion Cowell • David

$10,000

David C. Ailor ’75 • Alexander D. Alexandrovich ’47 • Klaus J. Bachmann • Ronald J. Baer ’68 • Mack William Bailey ’68, ’73 • Bruce R. Baldwin ’92 •
GIFTS OF

$1,000

Quint M. Barefoot ’85 • Bennie L. Barker ’61 • Robert K. Barnhill ’64 • Richard F. Bean ’49 • Thomas K. Bednarz • Richard H. and Cindy Bernhard •

TO

Ashok S. Bhatnagar ’79 • Donald L. Bitzer • Steven L. Blake ’88, ’89, ’95 • Janice B. Blessis • Henry M. Booke ’56 • James E. Boone ’73, ’76 • Larry A.

$9,999

Bowman ’73 • Marshall D. Brain ’89 • Charles E. Branscomb ’49, ’50 • John C. Brantley III ’64 • Robert G. Braswell ’79 • Ron Brown ’74 • J. Steve
Browning ’61, ’66 • Fred C. Brunk Jr. • Amos G. Bullard Jr. ’56, ’59, ’67 • C. Michael Bullard ’84, ’86 • Charles F. Burton III ’81 • Timothy D. Calnon ’68

• C. Kermit Campbell ’80 • N. Ellis Cannady Jr. ’43 • William R. Cartwright ’65 • Tim Clancy • Howard and Julia Clark • W.H. Clark Jr. ’56 • C.H. Cline Jr. ’68 • Keith
Vann Collins ’82 • W. Kerr Collins Jr. ’89 • Isaac T. Corbell Jr. ’50 • Alan E. Cowart ’86 • Thomas F. Craven ’79 • Michael T. Crotty ’83 • Christopher M. Crump ’78 • G.
Dan Culp ’62 • Thomas G. Cunningham ’71, ’74 • Everette B. Curlee ’58 • William G. Daniel ’72 • Donald E. Davis ’54 • James M. Davis Jr. ’58 • Fred N. Day IV •
Robert L. Dick • William P. Dixon ’78, ’89 • John J. DuPlessis ’58, ’61 • Francine Durso ’83 • Catherine Warden Elkins • Michael A. Ernst ’78 • Shawn M. Ervin ’81 •
Lynn W. Eury ’59 • Ching Seng Fang ’64, ’69 • E.O. Ferrell III ’66 • Thomas Forshaw III ’66 • Benny J. Furr ’62 • Howard D. Gage Jr. ’89, ’95 • Luther E. Galyon Jr. ’67,
’69 • Barry W. Gardner ’75 • Brian D. Garrett ’72 • Lucy A. Gebhart ’82, ’84 • Victor Hugo Gillette • Kathleen A. Glenister • Richard D. Grady ’96 • H. Carlyle Gravely
III ’70 • William H. Gray ’59 • Weijun Guo ’02, ’03 • James A. Hackney III ’61, ’62 • M. Ishaq Haider ’70, ’79 • Michelle L. Hartsell ’89, ’91 • Matias D. Heinrich • Thom
J. Hodgson • Edward F. Holt ’60 • Harvey M. Horne ’50 • Benjamin H. Hughes • James J. Jack • Berry G Jenkins Jr. ’65 • C. Douglas Jewell II ’79,’81 • Frederick D.
Johnson ’80 • Jeffrey W. Johnson ’78 • Karen W. Johnson ’78 • Richard R. Johnson • David G. Jones ’73 • David L. Jones • Johnie H. Jones ’53 • Susan B. Jones ’73 •
John A. Justice ’64 • Rolf Kaufman ’52, ’55 • Carlton Keen ’94, ’95 • J. Phil Kennett ’62 • Michael D. Killian ’68 • John D. Kimel ’76 • Donald H. Kline ’53 • Everette H.
Knight ’81, ’83 • Max A. Koontz ’60 • William J. Koros • Linda M. Korth • Harry M. Jansen Kraemer Jr. • Timothy L. Labounty • Donald I. Lamonds ’78 • Ross W
Lampe Sr. ’51 • Ross W. Lampe Jr. ’77 • Johnny J. LeBlanc ’77 • Henry V. Liles Jr. ’74, ’81 • M. H. Long ’43 • V. B. Lougee III ’51 • Sam D. Lovelace Jr. ’64 • George P.
Maier ’54 • Scott A. Malcolm ’98 • Michael R. Marcelais ’96 • Nino A. Masnari • Dana B. Mattox ’41 • J. C. McAlexander III ’69 • Samuel G. McCachern ’85 • John T.
McCarter Jr. ’73 • M. A. McDuffie ’48 • Merlin A. Meares ’48 • Robert E. Meares ’74 • Dale Merrell ’68 • Wayne M. Miller ’66 • Dade W. Moeller ’57 • Keith R. Moore
’66 • George T. Moss ’68 • J. Mark Mullen ’84, ’89 • Mehran M. Nazemi ’83, ’85, ’89 • Henry J. Nicholson III ’78 • Francis P. O’Dell ’75, ’78 • William E. Ogburn Jr. ’56 •
Billy B. Oliver ’54 • Byron J. O’Quinn ’65, ’67 • John W. Palmour ’82, ’88 • Clark Park ’92, ’94 • Brooks F. Penn ’94 • Richard B. Phillips ’64, ’66, ’70 • Terry N. Phillips
’63, ’66 • Frank Julius Phoenix ’76 • J. Stuart Phoenix ’76 • W. Gerhard Pilcher ’85 • Ryan M. Pratt ’00 • William J. Pratt • Charles C. Randall ’62 • Sharon P. Reese • C.
Robert Rhodes ’60 • James M. Robinson Jr. ’74, ’76 • Matt J. Russ ’68 • W. Ferrell Sanders Jr. ’59 • Larry Sanford ’50 • Gregg S. Schmidtke ’78 • Ed Scott ’65 • Gayle S.
Lanier ’82 • Robert A. Shaw ’50 • Jennifer S. Shay ’91, ’99 • John P. Shillinglaw Jr. ’65 • John M. Simmons ’65 • James O. Smeaton III ’66 • Gordon L. Smith ’60 •
Virginia Teske Smith • Gil Smith IV ’49 • Theresa Mooney Snyder • C. Benjamin Sorrels ’64 • Ervin W. Squires ’41 • Susanne Stannett • Paul M. Stephens ’60 •
Kenneth A. Stevens ’72 • Paul R. Stewart ’59 • J. R. Stritzinger Jr. ’86 • Laura S. Stritzinger ’85 • Ling-Ching W. Tai • Henry C. Thomas ’40 • Earl R. Thompson ’60, ’62 •
Jo Goodson-Tiedeman ’75 • Robert B. Tippin • Robert James Trew Jr. • Robert E. Troxler ’83 • C. Ed Vick ’56, ’60 • Hans Warren ’84 • N. Ray Watson Jr. ’79, ’81 •
Simon M. Weber • Monroe and Lorraine Wechsler • Alan S. Weinberg ’63 • George Wilhelm Welsh ’87 • Michael A. Whitaker ’96, ’98 • S. Edward White ’78 • J. Turner
Whitted ’78 • William R. Wisseman ’54 • H.E. Withers III ’75, ’77 • Robert S. Wolf ’68 • Simon B. Woolard • Thomas F. Wyke ’59, ’62 • Kathleen M. Wynegar ’86 •
Deborah B. Young ’77 • Dora L. Zia • Joseph M. Ziglar ’52 • Carl F. Zorowski • Ronald C. Zumstein ’87

F. Craig ’74 • E. Scott Crist ’87 • Otis A. Crowder ’70 • Brian R. Crump ’93 • Peter B. Currie ’71 • Ronald R. Danella ’67 • Jayne Marie Davenport • Sharon L. Davidson
• Mark E. Davis ’83 • James R. Dean ’69 • Gail W. DePuy ’88 • Hubertus W. Diemel ’77 • David W. Doar ’77 • John L. Doyle ’79 • Henry P. Dozier ’87 • Roger Drum
’76 • Jonathan B. Duke ’91 • David W. Dyson ’81 • John Ivey Eagles Jr. ’69 • Patrick Eakes ’87, ’89 • J. B. Ebert ’74 • A. Mark Edwards ’75 • Edwin R. Edwards ’59 •
Michael H. Edwards ’72 • Wendy L. Ellis • Michael D. Ernst ’81 • Gregory M. Errico ’89 • William D. Etherington ’86 • William F. Ferrell Jr. ’85 • Paul F. Fisher ’81 •
Mary F. Adcock ’03 • Andre R. Fontaine ’90 • Robert G. Ford ’69 • Robert Joseph Fornaro • Kenneth D. Franklin ’71 • Frank L. Frederick ’66 • Glen A. Frix ’83 • C.
Rodney Frye ’67 • William Ray Garwood ’60 • Charles H. Gay Jr. ’60 • Stephen Manly George Jr. • Thomas W. Glasgow ’74 • George D. Glover ’61 • Howard Golenpaul
’51 • John H. Goyer ’88, ’91 • Theron E. Graham ’62 • Leila O. Grantz ’87 • Paul E. Green Jr. ’48 • Anthony H. Grieco ’98 • Eugene L. Griffin Jr. ’59 • Robert W. Griffin
’85 • Edmond A. Grigg Jr. ’82 • Marion R. Hales ’82 • Michael J. Hargarten ’78 • Anna Clyde Fraker ’61, ’67 • Wayne T. Harris ’73 • Robey C. Hartley ’78 • Hassan A.
Hassan • Mickey P. Head ’67 • Brian Herring ’96 • James N. Hill ’62 • Fred M. Hobbs ’75 • Robert C. Hoffman ’84 • Bryan A. Hogan ’89 • Guy Richard Holshouser ’59
• David M. Holthouser ’92 • James G. Hondros ’58 • David M. Hope ’89 • Roy Houston ’84 • Max E. Howard Jr. ’81 • E. Dan Hughes ’67, ’69 • Arthur L. Hunt ’87 •
William F. Hunt III ’94, ’95, ’97 • John E. Huss ’68 • Mark E. Innes ’84 • Benjamin G. Isbell II • Lawson F. Jenkins III ’74 • James L. Jessup ’72 • Rene Galloway Johnson
’79 • Clarence B. Johnson Jr. ’42 • Jeff Johnson ’85 • David W. Johnston ’66, ’68, ’72 • Phillip E. Jones ’96, ’98 • Malcolm R. Judkins ’63 • Michael and Michele Kanlic •
Kimberly H. Kennedy • Robert G. Kennerly Jr. ’76, ’78 • Andrew L. Kilby Jr. ’73 • G. R. Kindley • Charles S. King ’53 • Dwight G. King ’71 • Randy C. Kirkman ’84 •
Randy Kiser ’84 • Carolyn B. Knott ’96 • W. A. Knott ’50 • Jeffrey A. Koontz ’88 • Gregory W. Kopczynski ’94 • Danny W. LaBelle ’66 • David D. Lambeth ’78 • M.
Vance Lassiter Jr. ’46 • Oscar D. Lee III ’65 • Ben E. Lemons ’61 • David A. Lindley ’70, ’82 • Paul E. Linton • Richard A. Loftis ’82 • Pat Lohr ’76, ’89 • David B.
Mahoney ’72 • John T. Main ’73 • James F. Mallard ’84 • Robin E. Manning ’78 • Claude R. Martin ’97 • Ralph D. Martin ’70 • Eduardo Martinez ’74 • John A.
Martinez ’78 • John A. Mathew ’95 • J. David Mauck • Walter L. Mayberry III ’74 • Paul P. McCain ’80 • Richard H. McCaskill Sr. ’50 • John B. McClintock ’74 • H. Max
McCorkle ’69 • Angus A. McDonald Jr. ’74 • Frank H. McDougall • Joseph T. McEwan ’94 • Stephen H. McInnis ’80 • Col./Ret. Charles I. McLain ’52 • S. Glenn
McLean ’84 • Naomi McMillin ’85 • D. Scott McRae ’61 • Paul A. Meares ’77 • Teresa S. Medley ’84 • David B. Michaels ’81 • Kenne C. Miller ’92 • Thomas M. Miller
’83 • Todd F. Miller ’94, ’96 • Gary L. Mills ’73 • Jack E. Milvaney ’80 • Richard M. Minday • Nathanael R Miranda ’94 • C. T. Modlin Jr. ’58 • William D. Moxley Jr. ’58
• Phillip R. Myers ’86, ’93 • David A. Nailor ’86, ’88 • James L. Newsom Jr. ’67 • Charles A. Newsome ’84 • Craig M. Newton ’88 • David T. Nolan • Joe R. Noles Jr. ’85 •
Vernon R. Norman ’77, ’79 • Johnny F. Norris Jr. ’71 • Donald T. O’Toole ’88 • Michael Conrad Pace ’76 • Daniel R. Page ’85 • Elizabeth G. Page ’87 • Thomas C.
Paisley Jr. ’68 • William E. Parker ’51 • Thomas U. Parkin ’81 • Charles W. Parris ’81 • Dave Parrott ’55 • Phillip S. Parsons ’89 • Jeremy J. Pearson ’86 • Norman L.
Pendleton Jr. ’74 • Wayne A. Peterson ’49 • Frank W. Pittenger ’88 • Robert M. Pitts Jr. ’78 • David C. Poindexter ’64 • W. Brent Pressley ’89 • J. Gail H. Proper ’85 •
Richard K. Queen ’71 • Leonard C. Ramey ’59 • Herbert W. Ramsey ’52 • Lance S. Read ’92 • Calvin L. Reid ’70 • Gary M. Rhodes • James F. Ridenhour Jr. ’74 • R.
Page Riley ’82 • Danny A. Roach ’90 • George W. Roberts • John F. Roberts ’72 • Charles K. Robinson • William G. Robinson Jr. ’69 • Ross R. Ruland ’65 • Albert Bailey
Russell ’75 • Walter R. Russell ’49 • Sepi S. Asefnia ’85, ’93 • Michael Santowasso ’88 • Lloyd F. Scheer Jr. ’69 • Robert Perry Schmidt ’48 • William D. Scott Jr. ’52 •
Roger M. Scovil ’51 • Ross E. Scroggs III ’71 • Kevin M. Shay ’91, ’97 • Jeffrey G. Shelden ’85 • M. Dean Sidbury ’58 • Sonya Rollins-Sieveking ’93 • Jerry W. Simpson ’69
• Arthur L. Snuggs ’78 • Lawrence F. Spaine ’51 • Randall W. Sparger Jr. ’53 • William P. Steele ’45 • Roger A. Stewart ’71 • Willy E. Stewart ’81, ’84 • James A. Stokes Jr.
’47 • Stanley D. Stough ’65 • David L. Stout Sr. ’65 • David L. Stout Jr. ’91, ’92 • Anna C. Sullivan ’83 • S. Van Taylor ’79 • Theodore E. Taylor ’68 • L. M. Temple ’48 •
Robert E. Terrell ’73 • Edward S. Thomas ’64 • Loretta Tibbels ’86 • Matthew B. Tichenor ’90 • Edward V. Tolson Jr. ’69 • E. A. Travis Jr. ’53 • Keith E. Troutman ’89 •

Victor H. Agreda ’75, ’77 • Jane E. Albright • James L. and Deborah H. Ashburn ’72 • Candace S. Bacon • Charles R. Bailey Jr. ’73 • William Y. Barkley

W. Scott Troutman ’89 • Thomas E. Twiggs • Michael T. Vaden ’72 • Stephen H. Van Malssen ’71 • Robert N. Vinay ’78 • Brenda J. White ’85 • D. Craig Waddell ’85,

’75, ’78 • Russell L. Barnes ’83 • John C. Baugh ’77 • Edward J Baxter ’63 • Steven A. Berry ’76 • Barbara L. Bickford ’82 • Charles G. Bingenheimer ’49

’90 • Cobey G. Wagoner ’78 • Gary K. Walker ’69 • W. Scott Walston ’85 • Kate H. Ward • James David Warren ’81 • Charles E. Weitzel ’70, ’73 • Ronnie S. Whisenant

TO

• Robert S. Blackwood ’39 • Stephen G. Boggs ’69 • Martha K. Brinson ’72 • Dohn B. Broadwell Jr. ’85 • Alex T. Brown ’50 • Kelvin S. Bryant ’85, ’87,

’84 • John R. Whitaker ’98 • Larry Ronald White ’65 • B. Whiteside Jr. ’49 • Roger D. Whitley ’86 • William J. Wilhelm ’68 • David R. Williams ’69 • George G. Williams

$999

’93 • Ernest W. Cates ’53 • Tuncer Cebeci ’65 • John C. Clark ’60 • Talmage B. Clements ’69, ’74, ’77 • Laura R. Comes ’86 • Kenneth F. Corbett ’63 •

’61 • Milton G. Williams Jr. ’61 • Craig S. Wilson ’66 • James G. Wilson • Jeff York ’85

GIFTS OF

$500

Edwin D. Cox ’44 • William O. Crabtree • James A. Cramer ’74 • Andrew M. Crocker ’96 • Ronnie L. Davis ’80 • Philip M. Deans ’59 • W. Alexander
Deaton Jr. ’84 • John V. DeMaso ’68 • Doug R. Deming ’84 • Frank Elliott ’56 • Larry W. Ellis ’61 • Sallie T. Everette ’82 • Jesse O. Fearrington Jr. ’73 • John M. Fisher
Jr. ’51 • Johnny E. Fitch Jr. ’76 • Joseph A. Foss ’51 • R. Wesley Fulk ’91, ’99 • George Coleman Gibson ’67 • Gerald W. Gibson Jr. ’87, ’87 • Robert J. Girard Jr. ’68 •

Donald R. Abernathy '60 • Brad Abrams '97 • Tamara Abrams '97 • Jerry M. Absher '57 • Thomas A. Acree • William G. Adams Jr. • Rebecca H. Ahne
GIFTS OF

$100

'94, '96 • William H. Ailor III '67, '69 • Paa-Joe J. Akoto-Ampaw '01 • Carolyn C. Alexander • Charles W. Alexander '77 • Donna B. Alexander '81 • J.

Rachel Greeson Goins • Richard L. Gray • William C. Hall ’78 • Victor B. Hamrick ’64 • Ed Hand • William T. Hardy ’90 • George G. Harry ’73 • Teresa A. Helmlinger

TO

Harvey Alexander '74 • Richard Charles Allen '65 • Frank M. Alley Jr. '59 • Jerry D. Allison '70 • Adli A. Alliss '51, '54 • David A. Allsbrook Jr. '75 •

’78 • Jerry L. Hester ’53 • Milton R. Hodges ’71 • Wade Everette Hoke ’65 • Thomas H. Howard Sr. ’42 • Edward Izmirian ’40 • Frank C. Jenkins • Victor A. Jones Sr ’58

$249

Teresa C. Allsbrook '77, '85 • Richard M. Alt '81 • Carl D. Anderson '72 • Fredric D. Anderson '57 • Gary N. Anderson '89 • John H. Anderson II '68 •

• David Kaber • Diana R. Kaber • Jennifer Karppinen ’99 • William B. Kay Jr. ’59 • Todd E. Kiziah ’85 • Havish Koorapaty ’91, ’93, ’96 • Lawrence W. Laxton Jr. ’62 •

Paul A. Anderson Jr. '63 • Sara B. Anderson '02 • George W. Andrews '51 • Arun Pal Aneja '73, '75 • Andrew S. Apostolopoulos ’74 • Vance A. Apple ’61

William S. Lee ’70 • G. Bryson Lewis ’71 • Mildred B. Lewis • Jimmy Locklear ’74 • Heath W. Love Jr. ’77 • M. David MacCallum Jr. ’62 • Thomas N. Mathes ’86, ’84 •

• Louisa L. Arendt ’85 • Peter A. Armstrong ’85 • James L. Arscott ’71 • Brandon B. Arthurs ’96 • M. Wayne Atkinson ’61 • William A. Atkinson Jr. ’57 • Ken W. Atwood

Leonard C. McRee ’62 • Paul D. Miller Jr. ’51 • Ben L. Millsaps ’55 • Joel K. Monteith • Clyde W. Moore ’50 • Richard D. Moore Jr. ’80 • Charles Allan Morse ’89 •

• William E. Austin Jr. ’69 • Joseph W. Aycock ’72 • Michael Gordon Aycock ’85 • Bud Ayers Jr. ’64 • Thomas J. Bagby III ’70, ’72 • Lee J. Bailey Jr. ’75 • Max N. Baker
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Wright’s leadership inspired by mentor

Alumni and friends contributors (continued)
’59 • Brian H. Baldwin ’84 • Brooke B. Baldwin ’92, ’94 • Edward L. Baldwin ’93 • James M. Bales ’49 • David J. Bamford ’97 • Carl R. Banks ’67 • James R. Barbee Jr.
’55 • Raymond E. Barber ’70 • J. Victor Barbour ’81 • E. Ann Bare ’74 • Dodson R. Barineau ’48 • John C. Barker ’66 • Robert L. Barker ’61 • William C. Barker ’82 •
James E. Barnes ’65 • Kathleen B. Barnes ’81 • L. Allen Barwick Jr. ’71 • David Edward Bass ’84 • Dennis G. Bass ’76, ’78 • Alan Dale Batchelor ’85 • Thomas H.

Advisory Council, supports Wolfpack athletics and has hosted

is asked what drives him to be

student recruiting events. He sees the move to Centennial

involved in supporting the College

Campus as the most important project for the future of the

Bilbro • Robert E. Bingham ’69 • J. Neil Birch ’58 • Elizabeth Birskovich ’91 • Richard A. Bisanar ’56 • Grover C. Bishop ’68 • Paula J. Bishop ’83 • Lawrence L. Bissett

of Engineering and North Carolina

College.

’58 • William P. Bizzell ’60 • Joseph S. Black ’69 • Terry L. Blackwell ’77 • H. Wayland Blake ’62, ’66, ’70 • James E. Blalock ’43 • William H. Blalock ’51 • Matthew E.

Benton Jr. ’93 • Donald P. Bernheisel ’67 • Roy M. Berry ’49 • Mary and Thomas Betts • Jeffrey R. Beusse ’92 • Robert T. Biggerstaff ’64 • J. Craig Bigham ’87 • Griff L.

Phillip H. Bonardi ’69 • J. Finley Boney Sr. ’50 • F. Allen Booth ’81 • David E. Boroughs ’75 • Dwayne D. Bost ’89 • Gregory E. Bottomley ’89 • Laura J. Bottomley ’92 •

ly turns to another College support-

“One very important initiative for the foundation is to make

B. Phil Bowling ’65 • S. R. Boyette Jr. ’71, ’76 • Robin D. Boyles ’84 • Richard Brackett • Jennifer P. Brandenburg ’86 • William D. Branoff ’86 • Horace R. Branum ’66 •

er and alumnus, C.E. “Ed” Vick Jr.

sure we have the funding to continue the planned move of the

Gregory T. Brauns ’86 • Oliver C. Bray ’80 • Dudley B. Brickhouse ’85, ’91 • Sam Bright ’63 • Earl D. Brill Jr. • James M. Brindle ’81 • Daniel W. Brinkley III ’79 • Jeffrey

(BSCE ’56, MSCE ’60).

College to Centennial Campus,” says Wright. “From the foun-

C. Brittain ’83 • Charles H. Brock ’71 • Robert R. Brodsky ’67 • L. Wayne Brogden ’74 • Leslie C. Brooks ’39 • Robert Lee Brooks ’69 • Loyd F. Broom Jr. ’86 • Walter L.

dation standpoint, we want to continue to be a support mech-

(Photo: C.J. Walker)

William M. Beaver ’76 • John W. Beck ’76, ’80 • Charles G Belcher ’75 • Gwendolyn H. Bell • Greg Bender ’74 • Craig D. Bennett Jr. ’75 • R. V. Bennett ’52 • Charles L.

Blankinship ’91 • T. W. Blankinship ’59 • Leland S. Bloebaum ’98 • Paul B. Blount ’63 • Thomas H. Blount ’40 • Mark M. Boggs ’72, ’74 • Mark S. Bohannon ’94 •

State University, his response quick-

Bob Wright

Batchelor Jr. ’81, ’82 • H. Hayne Baucom Jr. ’55 • Rufus A. Baxley Jr. ’56 • John M. Beadle ’80 • Arthur L. Beaman Jr. ’43 • Steven G. Bean ’92 • Derek L. Beatty ’85 •

When Robert G. Wright (BSCE ’68)

“Ed is my mentor,” says Wright, who

anism. We also want to get more alumni engaged in the finan-

served as president of the NC State

cial support of the College. I would like to see more alumni

Engineering Foundation Inc.

step up and make a financial commitment to academics.”

(NCSEF) Board of Directors for

Brothers ’69 • Robert K. Brotherton • Paul G. Brown ’71 • R. Danieley Brown ’79 • Stephen J. Brown ’86, ’93 • John R. Browning ’75, ’76 • Paul S. Browning Jr. ’71 •
Robert S. Bruce ’70 • Scott D. Bryant ’90, ’92 • John R. Buchanan ’64 • Gary H. Bullis ’61 • William N. Bullock ’74 • Brent J. Bumgarner ’79 • Scott E. Bumgarner ’85 •
Stephen T. Burch ’65 • T. Fred Burchett Jr. ’79 • John R. Burger ’82 • Alex R. Burkart ’72, ’75 • Matthew G. Burke ’91 • Walton P. Burkhimer Jr. ’69 • Nicole D. Burris
’97 • W. E. Burton Jr. ’62 • E. Wade Byrd Jr. ’66 • Timothy B. Byrd • Robert L. Cagle III ’75 • B. M. Cahill Jr. ’55 • D. Mac Campbell Jr. • Michael W Campbell ’75 •
William H. Campbell ’66 • Ronald W. Carmichael ’71 • Don Carmon • Jonathan S. Carpenter ’82 • Thomas B. Carpenter ’48 • Hubert N. Carr ’76 • Paul W. Carr ’76,
’79 • William Carr ’69 • John M. Carroll ’88 • John P. Carroll Jr. ’78 • Linda H. Cassulo ’83 • Raleigh R. Castelloe III ’88 • James L. Cauble Jr. ’53 • Mark C. Caudill ’83 •
E. Gene Caveness ’66 • Christine L. Cerny • Jane W. Chaffee • N. Louis Chaffee ’41 • David P. Chandler ’46 • Edwin B. Chapman ’52 • Patrick J. Charles ’95 • David

2002-04. “He has always been a dedicated supporter of the

Wright points out that it is easy to get excited about athletics

College and NC State, so it follows that I would be, too.”

at the University, but that enthusiasm needs to be balanced

M. Charron ’84 • Burt Cheezem ’73 • David A. Chester ’88 • Ed Chisholm ’51 • Michael Chou ’96 • Jin D. Chung ’92 • Billy and Lena Churchill ’58 • Harry P. Clapp
’47 • Angus M. Clark ’82 • George A. Clark ’71 • Kevin A. Clark ’89, ’91 • Robert E. Clarke ’61 • Marshall W. Clawson ’84 • George W. Clayton Jr. ’49 • John G. Cleland
’81 • Joseph M. Clement ’62 • Joe Clements ’49 • Everett J. Clocker ’72 • Edwin S. Coates ’50 • Gerald M. Cobb ’68 • Robert M. Coble II ’74 • William E. Cochran Jr.

with support for academics. That balance is one of the rea-

’57 • Charles T. Cochrane ’63, ’68 • Frank C. Cockinos ’49, ’55 • Timothy H. Cole ’82 • Kent M. Collier ’81 • Debra G. Collins • John R. Concklin ’68 • L. N. Connor Jr.

Wright is chairman of Kimley-Horn and Associates Inc., a

sons that Kimley-Horn, under his leadership, created the Ed

’60 • Stephen G. Conrad ’53 • Fred R. Conyers Jr. ’48 • William B. Cook Jr. ’77 • Howard W. Copenhaver Jr. ’60 • Richard J. Coppins ’75 • Thomas G. Corder ’71 •

Raleigh-based engineering consulting firm with a long his-

Vick Civil Engineering Fellowship by Kimley-Horn and

Douglas R. Cornett • H. A. Corriher Jr. ’49 • Robert A. Costner Jr. ’55 • Wayne Cotten ’57 • W. Douglas Couch ’67 • Wesley B. Covell ’84 • Edward M. Cowan ’76 •

torical connection to NC State that continues through today.

Associates. The fellowship supports a graduate student

The three original founders, Bill Horn, Bob Kimley (BSCE ’50,

majoring in transportation engineering.

Ottis R. Cowper ’82 • Everett F. Cox • James F. Cox ’61 • John N. Cox ’80 • Scott Lee Cox ’73 • David C. Craig ’79 • Charles M. Crampton ’87 • B. H. Craver ’58 •
James W. Crawford Jr. • Jessica Kelley Crews ’90 • Edie A. Criner ’55 • Joel G. Crissman ’73 • F. Royster Critcher ’47 • Marcus B. Crotts ’53 • Charles L. Crum Jr. ’85 •
Robert S. Crump Jr. ’64 • John Harris Crumpler ’57 • Robert Earl Crumpler ’70 • Wayne Currie ’84 • Ernest H. Curtis ’42 • Ronald T. Curtis ’67 • George R. Dail ’65 •
Rodney L. Dail ’67 • L. A. Daniels ’64 • Paul H. Daniels ’62 • M. Scott Danner ’94 • Charles W. Darden ’70 • Mark A. Darholt ’79 • Mark T. Davenport ’80 • Ana and

MSCE ’51) and Vick, had very close ties to the College:

John Davis ’91 • Charles S. Davis Jr. ’58 • Charles W. Davis Jr. ’49 • Daniel S. Davis Jr. ’61 • Greg S. Davis ’95 • James M. Davis ’65 • Joel H. Davis Jr. ’48 • John Michael

Kimley and Vick were engineering graduates, and Horn was

“When Ed retired from Kimley-Horn, we wanted to honor him

a former faculty member.

and his many years of service,” says Wright. “Following Ed’s

H. M. Deal ’49 • James C. and Betty Deal ’55 • Martin R. Deal ’87 • Perry L. Deal ’57 • Robert F. Deanes ’54 • Billy E. Dees ’62 • Robert J. Delano ’85 • Van M. Delk Jr.

lead as a long-time supporter of the College, we thought there

’73 • Paul R. Dengler ’81 • Harold R. Denton ’58 • Joel E Derby III ’81 • Joel A. Dermid Jr. ’64 • Jason B. Deyton Jr. ’49 • Charles A. Dickens ’54 • John W. Dickens Jr.

That NC State connection continues not only through the

was no better way to honor him than to establish the fellow-

’53 • Jerry W. Dickerson ’75 • John W. L. Dilley ’81, ’83 • Charles Dennis Dixon ’47 • C. W. Dixon ’47 • Gary S. Doby ’82 • Samuel M. Dollyhigh ’67 • Ernest N.

alumnus who sits at the helm of the business but also

ship.” ■

Davis ’73 • Joseph R. Davis ’78, ’97 • Larry Wayne Davis ’82 • Michael R. Davis ’73 • Richard F. Davis ’87 • William G. Davis Jr. • J. M. Dawkins ’61 • Chris Day ’97 •

Donahoe Jr. ’59 • Joe K. Donaldson ’61, ’66 • James H. Drew ’82 • William H. Duhling Jr. ’54, ’55 • William H. Dunn ’57 • Gilbert A DuPaul ’74 • Charles W. Durant ’82
• Carl R. Durham ’75 • Victor J. Duvanenko ’90 • W. F. Dyer Jr. ’50 • John C. Dyson Jr. ’87 • William L. Dyson ’66 • Marshal K. Eagle ’99 • AnaRita W. Eason ’86 • Anne

through the many engineering graduates who enter the work

W. Eason ’87 • T. Daniel Eason Jr. • William T. Easter ’59 • B. Edward Eatmon Jr. ’78 • Alan J. Ebel ’69 • Harry L. Eberly • Marjorie R. Eckels • Allan K. Edwards ’85 •

force as Kimley-Horn employees.

Douglas A. Edwards ’97 • John A. Edwards ’52 • John D. Edwards Jr. ’56, ’58 • J. Donald Edwards Jr. ’76 • Ernest L. Eliel • Marion L. Elliott ’76 • Lee R. Ellis ’54 • Joe A.

“We hire a number of NC State engineering graduates,” says

Farthing ’87 • Winfield H. Farthing ’57 • Tom Ferrell ’76 • Billy B. Fesperman ’49 • Clyde C. Fesperman Jr. ’51 • Donald E. Filbert ’70 • Sandra D. Fincher • James R.

Wright. “I continue to be amazed at the quality of students

Fischer ’74 • Robert K. Fisher ’67 • R. Edward Fisher II ’59 • Robert E. Fite ’50 • Claude M. Flaherty Jr. ’48 • Lori A.

Ellisor ’62 • Thomas S. Elmore ’74, ’76 • Darren M. England ’97 • L. Macon Epps ’40 • Charles M. Evans Jr. ’80 • William Pearson Evans ’81, ’83 • Tommy L. Everhart
’52 • Jackie K. Everidge Jr. ’83 • Connie Morton-Ewbank ’91 • Stephen Michael Ezzell ’71 • Charles R. Farinholt ’52 • George Leonidas Farmer ’63 • Stephen D.

Floyd ’81 • John E. Fondren ’48 • Wayne E. Ford ’61 • J. Thomas Foster Jr. ’72 • Gill Fountain ’80 •

that come to Kimley-Horn each year. They are well-prepared

Joseph Foutz and Susan Violette ’86 • Ned M. Fowler ’48 • Catherine Fowlie ’85 • Harrison W.

and have a tremendous work ethic.”

Fox ’41 • Leon M. Fox Jr. ’66 • Robert S. Foyle ’76, ’78 • Kevin A. Frankel ’95, ’97 • Joseph

SOURCE OF GIFTS 2003-04

M. Freemon Jr. ’60 • W. Kara Moon French ’96, ’99 • Stephen F. Frey ’92 • Harry C.
Frick ’64 • H. L. Fritz ’48 • Nelson E. Fulbright ’65 • Tracy L. Fulghum ’87, ’98 • W.

While president of the College’s NCSEF board, Wright

Melvin Fulp ’58 • Gregory A. Gaertner ’86 • Walter E. Galbreath III ’75 • Oscar N.

worked diligently to help the foundation provide the support

Garcia ’61 • C. A. and Faye Gardner ’68 • Alan K. Garrenton ’70 • Dan H.

necessary to maintain the high quality education expected

Garrison ’75 • George W. Garrison ’61, ’64, ’66 • Randall H. Gay ’83 • John R.

and delivered by the College. A thoughtful leader and dedi-

German ’70 • Larry S. Gibson ’63 • Stephen A. Gilbert ’69 • H. Alan Gill III ’64 •
Gary L. Gilleskie ’86 • John B. Gillett ’48 • R. Douglas Gillis ’69, ’70 • Joann

cated volunteer, he increased board involvement, enhanced

future of the College. In addition to his work with the foundation board, he serves on the College of Engineering
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Organizations
1.9%
Alumni
24.8%

Corporations
39.9%

Glass • Noelle Goins Glass • O. Edwin Goad Jr. ’59 • Michael J. Gobel ’97 •

membership in the foundation and orchestrated an executive committee session to plan strategies for supporting the

Foundations
6.0%

Richard H. Godwin ’66 • Heather A. Gokee ’89 • Ellen B. Goode ’80 • Larry R.
Goode ’75, ’80 • David C. Goodman • Tobias W. Goodman ’59 • Hartwell L.

Kristopher Justo meets donor Dr. Raymond L. Murray
at the 2003 Scholarship and Fellowship Dinner held at
the Brownstone Hotel.

Graham Jr. ’44 • David D. Gray ’75 • Kathleen P. Gray ’96, ’97 • Paul Green ’38 •
Daniel M. Griffin ’58 • Thomas W. Griffin ’66, ’71 • John T. Grimes ’90, ’92 • Craig H.
Groce ’72 • D. L. Gross ’48 • W. R. Guffey ’60 • David Bruce Guild ’84 • Edgar J.

Faculty/Staff
0.8%

Friends/Parents
26.6%
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Programmatic
29%

Gurganus Jr. ’84 • David E. Gurley III ’91 • James W. Gwyn Jr.

Unrestricted
Research
Support
17%

’70 • Michael B. Gwyn ’80, ’94 •

Richard W. Hahn Jr. ’78 • Michael L. Hall ’83, ’88 • W. Leslie
Hamrick ’99 • Drew Harbinson • Charles J. Hardy ’80 •
Harris ’79 • David H. Harris Sr ’82 • Kathy B. Harris ’74 •

Be true to your school — like Russ O’Dell

Hall Jr. ’70, ’72 • Spencer C.
Faculty
Development
2%

Floyd I. Harper Jr. ’49 • Charles C.

Harris ’84 • T. Brett Harris ’90 • William T. Harris III ’87 •
H. Hart ’53 • Frank P. Hart ’94 • Franklin H. Hart ’87 • James
• Boyce W. Harwell ’60 • Edwin W. Hauser ’63, ’66, ’75 •
Haynes ’61 • Tim Haynes ’78 • Robert B. Heater ’51 • MaryAnn
’69 • Jerry N. Hefner Sr ’68 • James W. Heller Jr. ’68 • Paul F.
• David M. Hendricks Jr. ’93 • Mark J. Herbert ’85, ’88 • Vincent W.
Donald L. Hester ’61 • Daniel Heyden • Linden R. Hill ’88 • Robert H.
Robert C. Hinkle Jr. ’48 • Jack Hinson ’72 • Ronald N. Hinson ’69 • M. Lynn
Hirons ’66 • Leslie L. Hiteshew • Brian J. Hodson ’72 • Cynthia S. Hoffner ’80 •

Buildings
and Facilities
1%
General
Unrestricted
Support
30%

Scholarships and
Fellowships
21%

Richard A. Harris ’72 • Susan S.
Michael H. Harrison ’70 • Charles
Allan Hart ’76 • Don L. Hartley ’61
Edward H. Hawfield ’70 • Alton W.
D. Hebhardt ’84 • James C. Hedrick

Dr. Francis P. (Russ)

O’Dell was valedictorian of his class when he graduated from

O’Dell (CHE ’75) has

NC State in 1975. He received his doctorate from NC State

signed a charitable

three years later.

remainder unitrust valued

Hemler ’88 • William J. Henderson ’82
Herran ’74, ’76 • J. Randy Herron ’81 •
Hill ’50 • Len Hill ’72 • Mark O. Hinkle ’84 •
Hipp ’74 • Richard T. Hirata ’60 • Thomas J.
Terence P. Hogan ’86 • Gus and Pam Holbrook ’69 •

Lawrence R. Holeman II ’73 • Charles E. Holland ’66 • Dale S. Hollen ’76 • Carl M. Holler ’83 • Brent Holler ’75 • G. Robert Hollis • Paul W. Hollis • G. Thomas

at approximately $500,000

If you would like to learn more about this method of giving,

that will be used to create

you can contact the NC State Engineering Foundation toll

several undergraduate

free: (866) 316-4057, or in the Raleigh area: (919) 515-7458,

scholarships and graduate

or by e-mail: engr-foundation@ncsu.edu. ■

Holmes III ’66, ’70 • Dick Holmes • Stacy M. Holmes ’59 • Earl T. Holt ’61 • Harvey O. Hook ’49, ’51 • Alvin D. Hooper ’61, ’63 • Lawrence D. Hopkins Jr. ’82 • Gary R.

fellowships in the

Horne ’75 • Kenneth L. Horton Jr. ’49 • ComThomas R. Horton ’65, ’67 • W. S. Horton Jr. ’68 • Donald E. Hostetler ’52 • Imagene Howard ’94 • John F. Howard Jr. ’73

Department of Chemical

• Kay S. Howard • Mark L. Howard ’89 • Allen G. Howe ’80 • Ronald S. Huff ’73 • Jonathan S. Huffman ’93 • Larry D. Huffman ’76 • Phillip L. Hughes ’60 • Robert

Russ O’Dell

Earl Hughes ’90 • Christopher E. Hultgren • Joseph E. Hummer • Clyde N. Humphrey ’76 • Deborah S. Humphrey ’80 • Mark P. Humphrey ’81 • Milton Humphreys

and Biomolecular
Engineering.

’49 • Fred Russell Humphries ’83 • W. Kenneth Humphries ’66 • Angela Hunnicutt ’92 • H.N. Hunter Sr. ’49 • James R. Hunter ’50 • R. B. Hurst Jr. ’65 • Erle M.
Hutchins ’52 • Robert L. Hutchins ’87 • Marcus L. Ingram • L. S. Inscoe Jr. ’48 • W. L. Isenhour III ’71 • Bruce C. Jacobs ’68 • Jonathan H. Jacocks ’76 • Michael B.
Jarratt ’82 • Gregory Mark Jeffers ’84 • Marshall E. Jennette ’60 • L. R. Jernigan ’51 • R. Tim Jernigan ’64 • Fred D. Jerome Jr. ’47 • Frederick R. Jetter ’60, ’66, ’70 • Ben
R. Johns Jr. ’48 • Jerry M. Johnson ’67 • Joseph William Johnson ’89 • Mark A. Johnson ’92 • Marc Johnson ’92, ’94 • Richard W. Johnson ’54 • Robert L. Johnson ’71 •
Sarajane L. Johnson ’91 • William P. Johnson ’66 • William W. Johnson III ’70, ’71 • Robert K. Johnston III ’78 • Carroll G. Jones ’58 • Clinton E. Jones ’48 • Darrell

The unitrust, created in his name through the NC State

Scronce delivers freshman
welcome address

Engineering Foundation, is designated as the beneficiary of

Jones ’78 • David D. Jones ’65, ’70, ’81 • David S. Jones ’91 • G. Davie Jones ’73 • Harry Leroy Jones ’64, ’75 • Michael H. Jones ’56, ’66, ’73 • Ralph N. Jones ’51 •

his 401(k) and 457 retirement accounts. The trust will pay

First-year engineering students attended the

Robert F. Jones ’62 • Ginger B. Jones ’70 • Walter B. Jones Jr. ’65 • Charles L. Jordan III ’61 • Sanford R. Jordan Jr. ’70 • Verner N. Jordan Jr. ’59 • J. W. Joseph ’50 •

Russ and his wife a guaranteed income for life, with the

College of Engineering Welcome on September 7

Jimmy W. Joyce ’70 • R. Steve Joyce ’72 • Harvey R. Joyner ’58, ’60 • John E. Joyner III ’82 • Michael A. Joyner ’78 • John M. Kamprath ’82 • Brian D. Kanely ’69, ’72 •

remainder going to his endowment in the NC State

from 6:00 to 8:30 p.m. in Stewart Theater at the

Engineering Foundation.

Talley Student Center. The event was designed to

Stephen C. Kaufman ’80 • C. S. Keeley ’53 • Scott R. Kegler ’92, ’95 • Alan R. Keith ’82, ’86 • Wayne Douglas Keller ’59 • Richard F. Keltie ’73, ’75, ’78 • Ramey F. Kemp
Jr. ’65 • Willard H. Kennedy ’50 • C. C. Kern III ’89 • Brenda E. Kerr • James K. Kessler ’72 • Donald W. Kilpatrick ’70 • Peter K. Kilpatrick • Alton J. King ’97 • W.

welcome the new class of 1,200 engineering fresh-

Franklin Kirk ’62 • Michael L. Kiser ’87 • Frank C. Kluge ’50 • J. T. Knight ’59 • Paul R. Koch ’89, ’97 • Michael F. Koerschner ’91 • Bedie R. Kohake ’90 • William S.
Koon ’68 • Glenwood M. Kornegay ’70 • John M. Kraft ’81 • John L. Kraynik • Brian D. Kuhnly • Alan D. Lail ’81 • John Marshall Lake ’57 • Eric J. Lamb ’93, ’01 • J. B.
Lambeth ’44 • James C. Lambeth ’78 • David Lane ’50 • M. Keith Lanier Jr. ’86 • Robert E. Lasater ’58 • John H. Lasley ’67 • Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Lassiter Jr. • Penny E.
Lassiter ’84 • Dobbin Lattimore ’81 • Jerry B. Latvala ’76 • John H. Laughter ’91 • James D. Lawler ’82 • Jesse C. League Jr. ’73 • Alan T. Leary III ’78 • H. M. LeConey
Jr. • George M. Ledermann ’68 • Michael J. Ledford • David K. Lee • Calvin W. Leggett ’75 • Hugh Leighty ’52 • Christopher R. Lenderman ’95 • Robert A. Lentz ’50 •

As a recipient of several scholarships and fellowships during

men to campus, to expose the students to an engi-

his undergraduate and graduate studies, O’Dell fully under-

neering leader through the keynote address and to

stands the impact his gift can have on future students.

present information about campus resources such
as internships, study abroad and student organiza-

Paul T. Leonard ’49 • M. Timothy Letchworth ’92 • Robert P. Lewis Jr. ’69 • A. Heath Light ’74 • Michael Owens Lindsay ’74 • Mitchell T. Lineberry ’88 • Wayne H.
Linville ’64 • Thomas P. Lipps ’90 • Kevin A. Lively ’84 • Wilbur L. Lockrow ’58 • Christopher T. Long ’94 • Michael W. Lowder ’78 • James R. Lowe ’70 • Scott F.
Lowry ’94 • Dana H. Luciani • Steven B. Lucovsky ’92 • William Leroy Lyke ’91 • Daniel Paul Lyon ’81 • Zeno G. Lyon Jr. ’50 • J. Michael Lytle ’83 • J. Kevin Mack ’83

O’Dell, who is director of development in chemical engineer-

tions.

• Doug B. Mackintosh ’74 • Nathaniel Macon ’49 • Nick Macropoulos ’81 • James G. Maddrey Jr. ’69 • George C. Mahler ’40 • Rod Malone ’86 • William K. Malpass

ing for the NC State Engineering Foundation, had previously

’86 • Donald F. Maner ’65 • Dinah B. Mann • Gregory G. Mann ’91, ’95 • Erin Marie Manning ’88 • Stephen H. Marbut ’74 • Laurence V. Marks ’97 • Kenneth L.

established an endowment supporting two scholarships for

This year the keynote address was presented by

Marlow Jr. ’87 • Annette T. Marsland • Grover A. Martin Jr. ’49 • I. E. Martin Jr. ’55 • James B. Martin ’79, ’81 • Jeffrey Martin ’71 • R. John Martin ’84 • Samuel L.

chemical engineering students. Beyond the usual attention

Timothy E. Scronce (BSIE ’87), president and COO

Martin ’92 • Erik Martin ’94 • William A. Martin Jr. ’76, ’78 • Willis E. Martin ’69 • James S. Martineau ’88 • Frank John Masella ’91 • Alvin A. Mason III ’88 • Michael

to academic achievements, both scholarships emphasize

of Blue Rhino, a

E. Mason ’73 • Roy H. Massengill ’59 • James S. Massey ’59 • James Patrick Mathers ’75 • Gary E. Matthews ’78 • Lonnie T. Matthews Jr. ’55 • Robert L. Mattocks II ’59
• C. Herman Mauney ’53 • H. Page McAdams ’82 • Robert O. McBride ’74 • John C. McCachern ’86 • James McCarthy ’81 • William R. McClain Sr. ’61 • David E.

participation in sports or physical education classes, a reflec-

propane tank exchange

McCombs ’62 • Williams H. McCorkle ’91 • John G. McCracken ’51 • Gary R. McCray ’76 • Chris R. McDonald ’61 • B. Ray McGalliard ’56 • James Allen McGee ’76 •

tion of O’Dell’s participation on the NC State swimming

company. Blue Rhino

team and on several intramural teams.

has expanded to more

Lawrence B. McGee ’53 • Bobby E. McGuire ’81 • Randolph D. McIver • James W. McKenzie III ’72 • Jeffrey T. McLamb ’00, ’01 • James S. McLawhorn ’84, ’91 •
William L. McLeod Jr. ’62 • David Michael McLin ’73, ’83 • John Edward McNeill ’68 • John H. McNeill ’60 • Cameron and Sally Mcrae • J. H. Medlin Jr. ’58 • Robert E.

than 30,000 retail outlets

Merritt ’49 • William H. Merwin Jr. ’77 • Kent A. Meyer ’96 • Vincent M. Micelotta ’76 • Joseph L. Michal Jr. ’53, ’55 • I. S. Michalove ’49 • Anthony L. Miller ’85 •
Michael G. Miller ’66, ’68, ’73 • William E. Miller ’58 • Greg G. Mills ’94 • James M. Mills ’76 • Thomas K. Mills ’66, ’70 • W. C. Mills Jr. ’50 • Virgil G. Mims Jr. ’50 •
Walter R. Mitchell ’78 • Georgia C. Mohr ’84 • Laura C. Moody ’86 • Ernest G. Moore Jr. ’57 • Kenneth L. Moore ’69 • Mary Anne Moore ’92 • Thomas M. Moore ’61 •
Vaughn O. Moore Jr. ’49 • Herbert and Cathleen Morawetz • Margaret O. Morgan • Michael A. Morgan ’72 • Walter R. Morgan ’69 • James I. Morris Jr. ’56 • Phillip H.

Now O’Dell has furthered his support through a method he

in the United States dur-

describes as a very easy way to give.

ing Scronce’s tenure
with the company.

Morrison ’63 • James F. Morton ’56 • Zeb V. Moseley III ’90 • William M. Moses Jr. ’85 • Harry Mosher ’79 • Neville Motashaw ’73 • Gary C. Moyer ’90, ’92 • Sharon
E. Muha ’93 • Roger B. Mull ’75 • Thomas H. Mull • Richard E. Mullin ’81 • Mark Logan Munday ’79 • Michael J. Munn ’95 • Curtis D. Murphy ’89 • Joe E. Murphy

“It is basically painless to give to the university using a

’58 • Michael E. Murphy ’96 • Gene G. Murr Jr. ’82 • Frank E. Muth ’50 • James B. Myers ’64 • Cecille and Boyd Nash • Dan Nash ’73 • Stephen C. Nash ’85 • James

remainder trust. The personal benefit is that, after age 55,

M. Nau ’74, ’77 • Yun S. Negri ’81 • Chris Nelli ’91 • Brad Nelson ’83 • D. Grant Newman ’89 • Stuart A. Nisbet ’87 • Thomas Patrick Norman ’84 • David L. Norris ’97
• Neena L. Nowell ’78 • Chad T. Nussman ’00 • Brandt E. Obermeit ’96 • David Oettinger Jr. ’74 • Jennifer Bouck Ogburn ’94 • Bentley J. Olive ’97 • James P. Olson Sr

the donor will receive a guaranteed income stream for life,

’69 • Ragan H. Ormand ’66 • Dewey B. Overman II • Scott B. Owen ’02 • Timothy M. Owen ’82 • William R. Owen ’92 • Randall K. Page ’90 • Dwight A. Pakan ’89 •

with the remainder going to NC State. It is a way for NC State

Jacob A. Palmer III ’69, ’73 • Eloise L. Paoli • Billy C. Parker ’63 • Garris D. Parker Jr. ’76 • Janet T. Parker ’79 • John L. Parker Jr. ’66, ’70 • Joseph L. Parker ’86 •

to manage my retirement accounts and still provide funds to

Michael D. Parker ’94, ’00 • Jeffrey L. Parks ’85 • W. R. Parks ’49 • Edward F. Parnell III ’69 • Maurice W. Partin Jr. ’63 • Jeffrey E. Partlow ’72 • Jay and Laura Paschall
’83 • Prayson W. Pate ’88 • Michael S. Patrick ’73 • Edwin H. Patterson ’72 • Henry N. Patterson V ’89 • Hubert A. Patterson ’72 • Andrew C. Patton ’72 • Benton G.
Payne ’69 • Richard S. Payne ’39 • Ira W. Pearce ’57 • William J. Pearce ’79 • A. Harrison Peatross Jr. • J.C. Peed ’62 • Jason W. Peele • Buford W. Penland ’44 • Jim A.
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Guest speaker Timothy Scronce
addresses students at the
Freshman Welcome. Scronce is
president and COO of Blue Rhino.

NC State that will benefit future students that come to the
university.”
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Alumni and friends contributors (continued)
Penland ’48 • Ronald O. Pennsyle ’63 • Troy A. Peoples ’73 • Deborah J. Perry ’80 • J. Phil Perry ’71 • M. Howard Perry ’80 • William R. Perry ’86 • Charles H. Peterson

John Hauser’s dedication to
NC State spans four decades

’49 • Howell L. Peterson ’61 • Karl B. Peterson ’88, ’90 • Christopher T. Phillips ’85, ’88 • Richard A. Phillips ’74 • Louis Pikula III ’84 • Jon Pinder ’82 • Richard H.
Pinney ’72 • Jimmy D. Pippin ’90 • J. D. Pittard ’64 • David Pittman ’79 • Dan M. Pleasant ’72, ’73 • Joseph M. Pleasant ’72 • Richard V. Poe ’60 • Joseph B. Pollock Jr.
’70 • Christian Popa ’90 • Phyllis Poplin • Marcus H. Potter III ’71 • Bertha W. Poulson • Jesse E. Powell Jr. ’56 • Pete R. Powell Jr. ’70 • William H. Powell Jr. ’49 • W.

From the time he was a young boy, “understanding the laws

tor) devices. According to Hauser,

of science and how the universe works” has appealed to

within the next 5 to 10 years,

John Hauser

Joe H. Ratchford ’72 • Peter F. Rawlings ’66 • Marl E. Ray ’38 • Jack S. Reams ’60 • Drew M. Reavis ’95 • James C. Reavis Jr. ’60 • Richard T. Redano ’78 • Stephen P.

Dr. John R. Hauser, Distinguished University Professor of

much of the new technologies

Redding ’71 • Donald D. Redmond Jr. ’78 • Michael F. Redmond ’73 • Richard H. Redwine ’59, ’60 • Joe W. Reece ’57, ’61 • Jonathan P. Reece ’87 • Robert O. Reece Sr.

Electrical and Computer Engineering at North Carolina State

that use new materials for

(Photo: Ross Mehan,
Electronic News)

’54 • R. Owen Reece Jr. ’82 • Robert W. Reed ’52 • Earl F. Reese Jr. • H. Lynn Reese • James R. Reeves ’74 • David S. Register ’77 • Timothy R. Reid ’84 • David J. Reilly

University. That curiosity spurred him on to a long, success-

increased speed, packing density

Chip Richardson ’75 • Phillip E. Richardson ’48 • William M. Richey ’97 • William B. Rideout • Dain A. Riley ’75 • Gratz L. Roberts Jr. ’57 • Hughart O.C. Roberts ’90 •

ful career as a researcher, professor, center director and

and new applications will make their way into the manufac-

William F. Roberts ’59 • Mark A. Robertson ’74 • Kent S. Robinson ’90 • Michael J. Robison ’78 • Bernard J. Rock ’59 • James C. Rogers ’74 • W. J. Rogers ’62 • Gene D.

department head, as well as one of the world’s leading

turing of computer chips and communication circuits. From

Rohrer ’67 • Dillon W. Rose ’71 • Gordon A. Rose ’77 • Cary M. Ross ’62 • Nagui M. Rouphail • Donald H. Roy ’58, ’64 • Sarah and Dalton Ruffin • Robert C. Ruffin Jr.

experts in semiconductor technology.

1998 to 2001 he was the director of the SRC/SEMATECH

E. Prescott Jr. ’63 • Donald R. Preslar ’66 • W. Maurice Pritchard ’54, ’55 • E. M. Proffit ’69 • Craig A. Pryzgoda ’91 • W. Leonard Pugh ’75 • Alvin H. Putnam ’51 •
Wendy Rackley • R. E. Rainone Jr. ’85 • Jeffrey F. Ramsey ’82 • James W. Rand • Nicholas E. Randall ’72 • S. Ranjithan • G. Kris Rao ’76 • R. Donald Raper ’64, ’68 •

’72 • Emil D. Revala ’74 • Robert H. Reynolds ’48 • Jennifer Lynn Rhatigan ’87 • Robert C. Rhodes Jr. ’72 • Reginald M. Rhue ’60 • Michael A. Ricciardi Jr. ’82 • Jimmie

’87 • G. E. Rusher III ’71 • Scott E. Rushing ’89 • Julie M. Rusnak • Rocky Russell Jr. ’69 • Tom Russell ’77 • Edward M. Rutledge ’97 • Richard E. Ryals ’78 • Robert

Center for Front End Processing, a multi-university research

Allen Sadler ’78, ’80 • Kenneth E. Satterwhite ’91 • Matthew C. Saunders ’49 • Carla D. Savage • Herbert M. Sawyer ’80 • Tina I. Scanlon ’86 • Jonathan T. Schaffer ’91,
’94, ’01 • Mark V. Schaffer ’81 • James D. Schmidt ’67 • John J. Schmitzer ’91 • Ronald S. Schnell • Mark C. Schreffler ’83 • Amy J. Schuh ’85 • Owen J. Schumacher ’64

Hauser grew up on a farm near Mocksville, North Carolina.

program on advanced CMOS technologies. SEMATECH is a

• Michael F. Schwartz ’82 • Jake Scott ’97 • Jeffrey L. Scott ’85 • Marshall D. Sealey ’69 • Eugene H. Self Jr. ’49 • Edward G. Sellers ’47 • John R. Sexton Jr. ’51 • Robert

In 1960 he received his bachelor’s degree in electrical engi-

global consortium of semiconductor manufacturers.

M. Sexton ’67, ’69, ’72 • Stephen D. Seymore Jr. ’53 • Walter D. Sharp ’40 • Robert N. Sharpe III ’88, ’90, ’93 • Sol Shatz • Guillaume Shearin ’69 • Ken Shelden ’69 •
Charles M. Shelton • Norman C. Shepard III ’70 • J. E. Shepherd Jr. ’59 • John S. Shepherd Jr. ’71 • Van D. Sherrill ’62 • Ann B. Shirk ’85 • Edwin H. Shoaf Sr. ’43 • J. F.

neering from NC State. After receiving his PhD in electrical

Shortridge Jr. ’69 • Edgar R. Shuller Jr. ’61 • William C. Sides Jr. ’64 • Darrell W. Sigmon ’65 • Ronald Dale Sigmon ’81 • Jules Silbert ’49 • Denise Tucker Simendinger

engineering from Duke University in 1964, he worked as a

From 1996 to 2000 Hauser was director of the Engineering

’95 • Dana L. Simpson • H. Gray Simpson Jr. ’67 • Joe I. Sims ’58 • Kenneth N. Sisk ’59 • Wallace P. Sizemore • Stephen F. Skrainar ’85 • Joseph G. Slater ’84 • Donald

research engineer at the Research Triangle Institute (RTI).

Research Center for Advanced Electronic Materials

E. Small ’81 • Edwin B. Smith ’57 • G. Robert Smith ’87, ’94 • Gerald M. Smith Jr. ’70 • G. Bernard Smith ’49, ’52 • H. Brad Smith ’84 • J. W. Smith ’78 • J. Parker Smith

Hauser joined the NC State faculty in 1966.

Processing. He has twice served as interim head of the

’76 • Jonathan D. Smith ’70 • Richard M. Smith ’74 • Thomas F. Smith ’54 • William and Camille Smith ’61 • Nancy B Smoak • James Michael Snow ’72 • Herman P.

Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering. The

Snyder Jr. ’62 • William L. Snyder ’72 • Ray W. Spangler ’62 • Charles A. Sparrow ’62 • David B. Spears ’92 • Phillip E. Sprinkle ’71 • Jason D. Spruill ’99 • D. Scott
Stabler II ’82 • Vernon T. Stack ’49 • Jack D. Stafford ’58 • David W. Staley ’73 • H. Vann Stanfield ’57 • Hygie I. Starr ’88 • James Stephen Staton ’76, ’83, ’85 • W.

In 1978 Hauser and the students on his research team part-

author of more than 150 refereed technical publications and

Glenn Steele Jr. ’70, ’74 • W. Fletcher Steele ’73 • Mark R. Stegner ’80 • Macke S. Stephenoff Jr. ’43 • H. Don Stephenson Jr. • Robert E Stephenson Jr. ’81 • Ronald R.

nered with RTI on a project for the US Air Force. Their

two books, he has developed most of the graduate-level

Stevens ’85 • Donald Joe Stewart ’74 • James T. Stewart ’71 • Peter B. Stewart ’78 • Robert Wayne Stocks ’86 • Robert Ashley Stokley ’75 • Linwood Stone ’74 •

research led to the world’s first monolithic cascade solar cell,

courses in the area of microelectronics, and his course notes

George T. Strawn ’82 • D. Glenn Strickland ’70 • William B. Strickland ’83 • John C. Stuart Jr. ’56 • Jeffrey J. Stuckey ’98 • Carl S. Stutts Jr. ’68 • Harry J. Suggs ’50 • Jane

a more efficient means of converting sunlight into electricity.

are still used in classes.

B. Suggs ’79 • James E. Sullivan ’75 • Charles W. Summers ’57 • Glenn D. Sumner ’72 • Norwood L. Surles ’72 • David G. Surratt Jr. ’85 • William H. Sutton ’73, ’75, ’81

Dr. Salah Bedair, a professor of electrical and computer engi-

Garland A. Stone ’49, ’55 • John R. Stone • Christopher A. Story ’81 • David Dawson Stott ’84 • Stewart M. Stoudemire ’65 • Mr. and Mrs. Ralph D. Stout Jr. ’51 •

• Gary L. Swing ’78 • Edgar W. Tanner Jr. ’68 • James T. Tanner Jr. ’53, ’58 • Keith A. Tate ’67, ’69 • Ronald E. Tate ’84 • David C. Tayloe ’81 • H. J. Taylor ’57 • Julius M.

neering at NC State who was working for RTI at the time, also

Hauser’s service to the university does not end with contri-

Richard T. Thayer ’77, ’87 • Dale Thomas ’83 • Oliver R. Thomas Jr. ’72 • Steven L.

played a key role in the project. This type of high efficiency

butions in the laboratory and the classroom. In 1997 he

Thomas ’84 • Tammy S. Thomas ’93 • R. Bradley Thomason III ’80 • Samuel L.

solar cell is used mainly in space applications today.

established the John R. and Ann C. Hauser Scholarship

Taylor Jr. ’69 • Richard S. Taylor ’65 • W. Pat Taylor ’54 • Bobby B. Teague ’71 • Benjamin P. Terrell Jr. ’49 • Matthew T. Terribile ’88 • Marvin O. Tharp Jr. ’70 •

Bequests provide a lasting legacy

Thomason ’88 • Hal A. Thompson ’46 • Nancy A. N. Thompson ’91 • Ronnie M.
Thompson ’71 • William B. Thompson Jr. ’78 • William R. Thompson ’86 • Robert

Endowment to support students in the Department of
Electrical and Computer Engineering.

L. Thornburg ’59 • James E. Thorne ’55 • Robert H. Tillack Jr. ’82 • Clarence A.

Hauser believes his most significant research has been in the

Have you ever considered a will bequest to benefit the College of

Tillery ’60 • C. Paul Tomlin ’73, ’76 • Julie Bowling Tomlin ’77 • Wilbur H. Tomlin

area of semiconductor technology, for which he received the

Engineering? A bequest is an easy and cost-efficient way to pro-

• Thomas M. Toms II ’69 • Allen K. Tothill ’65 • S. Byron Traynham ’83 • Charles

Semiconductor Industry Association (SIA) University

Hauser’s career has been rich with achievements. In addi-

Researcher Award in 2002. He has made significant contri-

tion to receiving the SIA award, in 2002 the NC State
University Board of Trustees awarded him the prestigious
Alexander Quarles Holladay Medal for Excellence.

vide significant support for the College and the students we

E. Trevathan ’55 • Thomas F. Trevathan ’75 • Carl J. Triplett ’87 • William J.
Trogdon ’54 • John R. Truitt ’42 • Dean O. Trytten ’70 • Henry L. Tucker Jr. ’59 •

serve. Since the gift does not occur until after your passing, you

Ronald B. Tucker • Daniel Jay Tulman ’72 • Basil W. Turbyfill ’58 • Dwan U.

butions to the development of new technologies for

maintain control of the assets during your lifetime. You can des-

Turner ’81 • John A. Turner ’83, ’90 • Francis D. Tyler Jr. ’53 • Gerald L. Tyler ’76 •

nanoscale CMOS (complementary metal oxide semiconduc-

ignate fully how you would like the funds to be used — scholar-

Kimberly J. Tyler • Robert L. Tysinger ’72 • James D. Tyson ’76, ’78 • Thomas E.
Tyson ’68 • David T. Upchurch ’76 • Mark A. Van Malssen • J. Graves Vann Jr. ’47,

ships, fellowships, support for faculty or research. Perhaps you

’71 • William Stephen Varnedoe ’79 • David P. Vaughn ’71 • Richard P. Velgos ’81

Recently, Hauser entered into a new phase of his career —

would like to fund a permanent endowment to benefit your for-

• Simon Verghese ’86, ’87 • Jean W. Vernon • Alan R. Veverka ’72 • Adam Vincent

partial retirement. He is currently working on a book about

mer department. Since the principal of your gift is never spent,
an endowment is a gift that will keep on giving forever. What a

• J. Kirk Viola ’81 • Anthony S. Voiers ’86 • A. M. Waggoner III ’74 • Marty D.
Waller ’75 • Geoffrey B. Wallwork ’95 • C. Michael Walton ’69, ’71 • Marvin S.

legacy to provide for future generations of students! All gifts

Ward Jr. ’51 • Greg R. Warmuth ’85 • Chris Warren ’85 • Don G. Warren Jr. ’77 •

should be made payable to the NC State Engineering

Edgar B. Warren Jr. ’55 • Steven L. Washington ’67 • Amanda G. Waters • Dean A.

Foundation, Inc. For more information, visit

nonlinear analysis and plans to write textbooks based on his

Wakefield ’79 • Gary W. Walker ’69 • Hollis A. Walker Jr. ’69, ’71 • William B.

Waters ’61 • Harry Lee Watson III ’61 • Ronald G. Watson ’66 • Baron Lee Weaver
’66 • Lewis H. Webb • Thomas C. Webb Jr. ’74 • Whitmel H. Webb III ’72, ’73 •

John Hauser in his
classroom in 1990.

graduate-level course notes. Reflecting on his long career,
Hauser notes, “I have really enjoyed working here and have
especially enjoyed my interactions with students and other
faculty.”

www.engr.ncsu.edu/ncef/giving/WaystoGive.htm, or call

Ricky W. Weiger ’82 • Maxine B. Weimer ’70 • Elizabeth S. Weingarten ’85 •

David Nolan at (919) 515-7458 or Joan DeBruin, NC State

Jeffrey M. Weingarten ’86 • Thomas H. Weir Jr. ’57 • Walter R. Weir Jr. ’53 • W.

And not everyone would be able to say, after four decades

Gordon Wells ’75 • Dan E. West ’80 • Thomas H. Westbrook ’64 • Willis K.

of service to the same institution, as Hauser does, “I have

Director of Gift Planning, at (919) 515-2846.

Whichard Jr. ’61 • Kent P. Whitaker ’73 • Christopher J. White ’93 • George L.
White ’49 • James M. White ’56 • Lee Johnson White ’82 • Richard O. White Jr. ’73
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always looked forward to coming to work, every day.” ■
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Alumni and friends contributors (continued)
• Robert M. Whitehurst ’77 • Fred E. Whitesell ’60 • Randy M. Whitfield ’73 • John C. Whitley III ’75 • Gary T. Whittington ’75 • R. H. Wiggins Jr. ’50 • Albert C. Wilfong

Alumni and new technology benefit EB II

Jr. ’62 • Alan G. Williams ’73 • Barry C. Williams ’79 • Carol Ann W. Williams ’92 • Charles R. Williams ’77 • David R. Williams ’80 • G. G. Williams Jr. ’76 • John D.
Williams III ’67, ’72, ’78 • Kenneth B. Williams ’95 • Leon F. Williams III ’74 • Robert E. Williams Jr. ’75 • Allen L. Williford ’72, ’80 • Charles A. Willis ’58 • David S.
Willis ’88 • Carrol R. Wilson ’73 • Ellick R. Wilson ’81 • James H. Wilson Jr. ’73 • Mark P. Wilson ’79 • Richard Lee Wilson ’70 • Michael A. Winchell ’74 • Vivian K. Wolf

Engineering Building II (EB II) on Centennial Campus

’81 • Wade W. Wolf ’85 • Joseph A. Wolhar ’84, ’87 • Cynthia Mason Womble ’89 • Brian P. Wood ’73 • David L. Wood ’94 • Fred D. Wood Jr. ’57 • C. G. Woodeson ’35

will be the new home for the Department of Computer

• Donald R. Woods ’95 • James T. Wooters ’48 • M. D. Wright ’63 • Susan D. Wright ’89 • John W. Yarbrough ’65, ’75 • J. Louis Yates ’59 • L. Wayne Yeargan ’67 •
Gene Yoder ’60 • John Wesley Yonce ’63 • Bonner N. York ’67 • Arthur P. Young ’84 • Cheryl K. Young ’87 • Herbert Lee Young Jr. • John W. Young III • Randy S.

Science and the Department of Electrical and Computer

Young • Robert T. Young ’93 • Yu-Chiou Young ’89, ’99 • Glenn E. Yount ’39 • William R. Younts ’92 • Fred Zabala ’94 • Jun Zhou ’01 • Bryan P. Zimmerman ’99

Engineering, but it is already the site of new computer

Corporate and foundation contributors
3M Foundation Inc. • A. O. Smith Electrical Products Company • ABB Inc. • Abbott Laboratories Fund • Accenture Foundation • Accident Reconstruction Analysis •

and communications technology. Clancy & Theys, the
construction company for the new building, is using
ConstructConnect to keep the project on schedule.

Acme Electric Corp. • Advanced Drainage Systems Inc. • Agent Oriented Software • Agentis Software Inc. • AK Steel Foundation • Albemarle Corp. • Alcoa
Foundation • Alcoa Inc. • Alstom Power Inc. • Altria Group Inc. • American International Group • American Nuclear Society • American Safety Razor Co • Analog
Devices Inc. • Anchor Enterprises • Apex Autoworks Inc. • Arch Chemicals Inc. • Archer Daniels Midland Foundation • Armstrong Foundation • Ashland Inc. •

Developed by Field2Base, a Morrisville-based technolo-

Association for Computing Machinery, Inc. • AT&T Foundation • Atlas Engineering Inc. • ATRIAX PLLC • Avion Inc. • B.F. Goodrich Incorporated • Bank of America

gy development firm, ConstructConnect uses a Tablet

Foundation • Bank of America United Way Campaign • Banner Pharmacaps Inc. • Barker Microfarads Inc. • Bausch & Lomb Vision Care • BD • BE & K Incorporated

PC with wireless and cellular communication and digital

• Bechtel Foundation • BellSouth Telecommunications • BF Goodrich Corp. • Blacklight Power Inc. • Blythe Construction Inc. • Bob Barker & Associates Inc. • Bowe
Bell & Howell • Bristol-Myers Squibb Fdn Inc. • Browns Creek Sailing Marina Inc. • BRS Inc. • Buck Engineering • Burlington Industries Fdn • BWXT Y-12 LLC • C &

photography capabilities to replace the usual clipboard

F Enterprises Inc. • C. & G. Technical Services LLC • Cadence Design Systems Inc. • Captive-Aire Systems Inc. • Caraustar Industries Inc. • Caraustar Mill Group •

and yellow legal pad carried by the site superintendent.

Carolina Stalite Company • Carolinas AGC • Carolinas Ready Mixed Concrete • Cary Oil Foundation Inc. • Caterpillar Inc. • CDM • Centex Construction Company •

It allows instant wireless communication directly from

Don Street (left) and Dave Bennett use
ConstructConnect to stay on schedule.

the construction site to the home office and off-site

(Photo: Dustin Patterson)

CFMA Triangle Chapter • Charitable Gift Fund • Charlotte Motor Speedway LLC • Cisco Systems Inc. • City of Marengo • Clancy & Theys Construction • Clariant
Corp. • Colgate-Palmolive Company • Community Fdn of Western NC • Community Fdn Silicon Valley • Conexant Systems • Constellation Energy Group • Council
for Entrepreneurial Development • Cree Inc. • Crotts & Saunders Engineering • Crowder Construction Company • Cummins Business Services • Curtiss-Wright

engineers and architects. EB II is one of the first projects

Corp. • Day International Inc. • Dean S. Edmonds Foundation • DIMON International Inc. • Dominion North Carolina Power • Dow Chemical Foundation • E I Du

on which this new tool has been used; Clancy & Theys,

Pont De Nemours & Co • Earth Tech • East Hill Foundation • Eastern North Carolina ASME • Eastman Chemical Co Foundation Inc. • Eastman Chemical Company •

cofounded by E.I. Clancy (BSCE ’38), is one of the first

Street could not be happier with the new tools. He

companies to put it to use.

learned how to use the Tablet PC and navigate through

Eaton Charitable Fund • Edwards Inc. • El Paso Energy Foundation • EMC Corp. • Energizer Corporate HR Department • Engineered Concepts Consulting • Epic
Games Inc. • Ericsson Incorporated • Esse Quam Videre Foundation • Eugene & Wiletta Denton Family Fdn • Evans Engineering Inc. • Exxon Mobil Corp. • Fenwick

the software in less than a day. “This has made my job

Foundation • Flexcell International Corp. • FM Global Foundation • FMC Foundation • Forshaw Distribution, Inc. • Foundry Networks • FPL Group Foundation •
Framatome ANP Inc. • Freudenberg Spunweb Company • Fuji Silysia Chemical Ltd • Fujitsu Transaction Solutions • GDS Associates Inc. • GE Foundation • General
Contractors Assoc • Gerdau Ameristeel • GlaxoSmithKline • Global Nuclear Fuel • Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co • Gordon Wells & Associates Inc. • Goulston

With the new technology, site superintendent Don

much easier. Before, when a problem popped up, I

Street can take photos of potential problems, then anno-

would have to walk back to the construction trailer, call

• Hazen & Sawyer PC • Heat Transfer Sales • Hendrix-Barnhill Company Inc. • Herron & Associates • Hewlett- Packard Company • Hikmet Andic • Honeywell

tate and e-mail them off-site for instant problem solv-

architects and engineers, walk back out and take photos

International Fdn • Human Factors Society Inc. • I L Long Construction Co Inc. • IEEE Inc. • Illinois Tool Works Foundation • IMAPS • Industrial Pump Service of

ing.

or sketch the problem, and then get the pictures or

Technologies Inc. • Grey Engineering Inc. • Grubb Properties • Guilford Mills Incorporated • H. W. Lochner Inc. • Halliburton Foundation Inc. • Harris Foundation

NC Inc. • Infrastructure Corp. of America • Ingersoll Rand Company • Institute of Industrial Engineers • Integrated Industrial Infomation, Inc. • Intel Corp. •
International Business Machine • International Fuel Technology, Inc. • International Paper Co Fdn • Interstate Renewable Energy Council, Inc. • Intl Foundation for

drawings to the right people and wait for them to

Multiagent Systems • ITT Industries • IXON Technology • J T Russell & Sons • J.P. Morgan Chase Foundation • James A. Comstock Trust • Jenkins Gas & Oil Co Inc. •

Another alumnus who is benefitting from the new tech-

respond. Taking photos and sending an e-mail with

Jewell Engineering Consultants • John Deere Foundation • John Deere Lawn & Grounds Care • John Deere Turf Care Inc. • John Simmons Co Ltd • Johns Manville

nology is senior project manager Dave Bennett (BSCE

attachments is much quicker.”

Fund • Johnson & Johnson Company • Johnson Controls Foundation • KCI Technologies, Inc. • Kennametal Inc. • Kenneth R. Greene Utility Contractor Inc. •

’76). “Being able to communicate directly from the con-

KeywordRanking.com • Kimley-Horn & Associates Inc. • Kirkman Construction • Ko & Associates PC • Laboratory Corp. of America • Lafarge North America Inc. •
Landmark Builders of the Triad • Lockheed Martin Corp. Fdn. • Lord Corp. • Lost Wax
Media Ltd • Lowes Foods • MAG Holdings Inc. • Mallinckrodt Incorporated •
Marsh & McLennan Companies • Materials Handling Group Inc. • McAlexander

NC STATE ENGINEERING FOUNDATION, INC.
TOTAL ASSETS (Fair Value)

Sound Inc. • McGraw-Hill Co Foundation Inc. • MeadWestvaco Foundation •
Media Arts & Images Corp. • Merck & Co., Inc. • Merrill Lynch & Co Foundation
Inc. • Micell Technologies Inc. • Michelin • Michigan Tech • Microsoft
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’03

’04

tion, the software can be used to scan and create paperless forms that are completely interactive.

Field2Base also has close ties to the College of
quickly employ this latest tool.

American Public Works Assoc • NC Community Foundation Inc. • NC

Field2Base cofounder David Lea told him about the
startup technology company. White, who had experi-

“In construction, time is money,” said Bennett. “This

Examiners • NC Zoological Society Inc. • NetCentrics Corp. • Network Appliance

ence starting software companies, was a perfect match,

technology has already saved us lots of time and money

• Newport News Shipbuilding • NHE/NAHB Scholarship Found. • Nortel

lending his knowledge and his capital as well as his con-

on this project and has helped us avoid some potential

nections to the construction industry.

problems.”

Networks • North State Engineering Inc. • Northrop Grumman • Northrop
’99

functions are virtually transparent to the user. In addi-

answer. In the past, it would often take days.”

Bennett believes that the construction industry will

5
’98

directly to the architect in Charlotte to get an immediate

the board of the company. He became involved after

10

’97

ogy is designed for ease of use, and the communications

Engineering. Alumnus Ed White (EO ’78) is chairman of

Association • NC Licensing Board for General Contractors • NC State Board of

’96

gy officer for Field2Base, the ConstructConnect technol-

era mounted on the Tablet PC, draw on it and send it

Starch & Chemical Foundation Inc. • NC Airports Association • NC Chapter

15

’95

us,” said Bennett. “Don can take a photo with the cam-

Foundation Inc. • n software • National Inst. of Statistical Sciences • National

Department of Transportation • NC Foam Industries Inc. • NC Home Builders

0

According to Ed Holloway, president and chief technolo-

Corporation • Mililken Foundation • Mitsubishi Polyester Film • MK Worldwide
Engineering • Modlin Aerospace • Motorola Foundation • Mt Olive Pickle

34.7

struction site represents a big time- and money-saver for

Grumman Litton Foundation • Noverant Inc. • OPNET Technologies Inc. •
Osemi Inc. • Outer Banks Fishing Group • Owens Forensic Engineering Inc. • P&G
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UNRESTRICTED GIVING TO THE COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

Olay Company Inc. • PBS&J • Penny Engineering Design • PepsiCo Foundation Inc.
• Petty Machine Company Inc. • Piedmont Coastal Section • PJM Interconnection
LLC • PPG Industries Foundation • Pratt Family Foundation • Pratt Miller
Engineering • PricewaterhouseCoopers Fdn • Primavera Systems Inc. • Procter &

$900,000

Gamble Company • Progress Energy Service Company LLC • Prudential Foundation

$800,000

• R J Reynolds Tobacco Co Foundation • R S Integrators Inc. • R.T. Hayes & Assoc.,

$700,000

Attorneys at Law • Ralph Whitehead Associates Inc. • Raytheon Company Fund •

$600,000

Ready Mixed Concrete Company • Red Hat Inc. • Renasas Technology America Inc. •

$500,000

Research Foundation of the University of West Florida, Inc. • RF Micro Devices Inc. •
Rivers & Associates Inc. • Rockwell Int’l Corp. Trust • Rohm & Haas Company •

$400,000

Russell Construction Co • Russell Family Foundation • S&ME Inc. • SAE Foundation

$300,000

• Sanford Contractors Inc. • Sara Lee Foundation • SAS Institute • SBC Foundation •

$200,000

SC Johnson Fund Inc. • Schafer Corp. • Sealed Air Corp. • Semiconductor Research

$100,000

Corp. • SEPI Engineering Group Inc. • Shaw Industries Group, Inc. • Shell

Sepi Asefnia has lived in Raleigh since she
left Tehran. She enjoys reading, playing
golf, listening to music, being outdoors and
traveling. She and her husband, Farzin, have
a daughter, Nakisa, 13, and a son, Bardia, 9.

Development Company • Shell Oil Company Foundation • Shell Oil Products US •

$0
2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

Shopbot Tools Inc. • Sicel Technologies, Inc. • Siemens AG CT • Siemens Building

Family lessons
fuel alumna’s
engineering
business

Technologies • Sintef Materials & Chemistry • Southeast Chapter ACPA • SouthTech
Eng. & Constr. Management PC • Sprint Foundation • Square D Company • SRC
Education Alliance • State Employees Association of NC • State of North Carolina DENR • Stearns & Wheler, LLC • Stewart Engineering, Inc. • Sun Microsystems
Foundation • Superior Construction • Sutton Kennerly & Associates • Symmorphix Inc. • Synint, Inc. • Tabes • Tanner Real Estate Services In • Tate Construction
Company • Tavve Software Co • Telerent Leasing Corp. • Texas Instruments Incorporated • The Air Products Foundation • The Baxter International Fnd • The
Benjamin Jacobson & Sons Foundation • The Black & Decker Corp. • The Boeing Company • The Coca-Cola Company • The Duke Energy Foundation • The Fluor
Foundation • The Furniture Library Assoc • The Gillette Company • The H. O. West Foundation • The John R. McAdams Company, Inc. • The Masonry Society • The
May Dept Stores Co Fdn • The Oregon Community Fdn • The Pentair Foundation • The Pfizer Foundation • The Schwab Fund for Charitable Giving • The Wooten

In business, Sepi Asefnia (Agri. Engr. ’85; CE ’93) relies on the

As a mother of two children, she understands the need to

lessons she has learned in life almost as much as those she has

temper such hard work with family needs.

Company • Thomas & Hutton Engineering Company • Transtech Management Inc. • Triangle Community Foundation Inc. • Troan Foundation, Inc. • Turner

learned in the College of Engineering at North Carolina State

Equipment Company Inc. • Tyco Electronics Corp. • Unilever US Foundation • United Parcel Service Foundation • United Space Alliance • US Charitable Gift Trust •

University.

V & J Investment Corp. • Vanguard Charitable Endowment • Vantage Capital Investments Ltd. • Verizon Foundation • Videojet Technologies Inc. • Virginia Carolina

“Family is very important to me — and really, that’s what
we’re all working for.” That recognition helps her direct her

Structural • Volvo Construction Equipment NA Inc. • Vulcan Materials Company • W. R. Weir Auction Company • WABCO • Wachovia Educational Matching Gifts •
WakeMed • Wetherill Engineering Inc. • Whitestein Technologies • William G. Daniel & Associates, P.A. • Williams Engineering Associates PC • Winston-Salem

As a young girl growing up in Tehran, Iran, her family taught

business, as she remains keenly aware of the need to main-

Foundation Inc. • Withers & Ravenel Inc. • Workplace Environments LLC • World Reach Inc. • XANSA • Xerox Corp.

her not to fear challenges but to meet them head on. Her

tain the quality of life for area families as she meets the chal-

mother, Mahin, was a schoolteacher who told her that any-

lenges of long-range transportation planning. “To be able to

thing was possible — the sky’s the limit. “My upbringing was

provide good schools and entertainment and parks — that

incredibly encouraging,” Asefnia noted.

balance is very important.”

As president and founder of Sepi Engineering Group of Raleigh

Her prior experience studying agricultural engineering at

Tributes

— a transportation engineering and planning business she

NC State and working 11 years for the NC Department of

began out of her home in 2001 and which now gainfully

Transportation also guides her.

Gifts to the NC State Engineering Foundation have been made in honor of the following individuals:

employs 35 — Asefnia seems to have taken those lessons to

Memorial gifts
Gifts to the NC State Engineering Foundation have been made in memory of the following individuals:
William D. Alexander III ’53 • Patricia S. Conner • Joseph W. David • J. D. Goins ’65 • Neely F. J. “Sy” Matthews • Joseph D. Moore ’36 • David L. Riley ’65 • Mark C.
Roberts ’92, ’97 • Harry C. Rudd Jr. ’60 • Dr. Vivian T. Stannett • K. C. Tai • Marshall B. Vernon ’51 • Hannibal G. Warren ’50

D. A. Allsbrook ’75 • Norvin A. Clontz ’65, ’67 • Nick and Jen Davis • Salah Elmaghraby • Richard Johnson • J. O. Love ’61 • H. Rooney Malcom ’63, ’70

Estate gifts

heart.

whole engineering community and the different disciplines

Gifts or bequests have been made to the NC State Engineering Foundation from the estates of the following individuals:
Harry (’36) and Helen Bowling • Jack L. and Bonnie F. Covington • Mozelle Rose Thompson

Endowments
An endowment is created through the establishment of a permanent fund that is invested and managed. A portion of annual
income generated is used to carry out the donor’s designated purpose. Income earned in excess of the annual amount spent
is added back into the endowment so that it continues to grow and maintain its purchasing power for future generations.
The following permanent endowments benefit the College of Engineering at NC State.

ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIPS AND FELLOWSHIPS
W. F. Aldridge/High Point Sprinkler, Inc. • Ernest James and Ethel Hudgins Angelo Memorial • ARAI/Charles R. Manning • Dr. William W. Austin • James Bagwell •

But it’s not just attaining lofty goals that she strives for. Asefnia

we as engineers can get involved in,” she said. Sepi

is determined to balance those goals with the importance of

Engineering reflects this experience, adding the design of

family, not only for her own benefit, but for her employees’ and

pedestrian and bicycle bridges for city greenways alongside

clients’ benefit as well.

grander projects, such as roadway planning for I-40 widening
in the Triangle. In May 2004 Sepi Engineering went a step

While businesses like to use the term “open-door policy” in ref-

Helen Bowling • Larry A. and Beth L. Bowman • Otto Branscomb Memorial • John C. Brantley IV Memorial • Berry G. Jr. and Glenda D. Jenkins • Harry M. Bremer •

[continued on page 48]
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further, adding a stream restoration division.

erence to their attempts at keeping the workplace personable,
Asefnia’s office doesn’t even have a door. She believes that the

Having lived in Raleigh for the past 25 years, Asefnia also has

openness with which she runs her business breeds honesty and

developed a strong commitment to the community and a

familiarity within the company — a sense of family — that ulti-

genuine care for its future. And, as a graduate of NC State,

mately translates into quality service to her clients.

she has discovered a huge network of existing alumni that
have been invaluable to her success in the field. “I’ve met a

Robert M. Barefoot • Richard and Sarah Bean • John K. Beasley • Donald L. Bitzer Creative Award • George H. Blessis Memorial • John A. Boren Merit • Harry and

46

“Both experiences helped broaden my perspective of the

“We don’t just talk about integrity, we really live it,” she said.

lot of other professionals that I can quickly establish working

“We work to improve our quality of work every day.”

relationships with. They’ve been a great resource for me.”
47

Endowments (continued)
Asefnia also strives to be a good resource and role model for

ness,” she said. “They are very good communicators, very

GENERAL ENDOWMENTS

future engineers. “Role models are huge,” she said. She has

intuitive, and they care a lot about relationships. They make

Clifton A. Anderson Teaching Award • CEEF/IBM/Martin • COE Entrepreneurs’ Program – Barnes • COE Entrepreneurs’ Program – Harry • COE Entrepreneurs’

helped organize National Engineers’ Week activities for

fabulous business leaders.”

Program – Wingo • Computer Science Enhancement • Covington Enhancement Fund • Tom and Mimi Cunningham Academic Leadership • Dr. Joseph W. David •
Dean Fadum • Delta Airport Consultants • ECE Memorial Library • Excellence in Undergraduate Computer Science Education • Fairchild Extension Awards •

Mecklenburg, Orange and Wake counties for four years.

Goodrich Research Award • Bill Horn Faculty Development • W. Eugene Hunter Academic • Berry G. Jr. and Glenda D. Jenkins • William R. Kenan Jr. Chemical

“Promoting engineering at an early age makes kids realize

In the near future, Asefnia said she would like to see her own

the opportunities that are out there.”

company continue to grow. Farther down the road, she’d love

Mann • A. P. Norwood Chapter of Chi Epsilon • Nuclear Engineering Academic Excellence • Boris B. Petroff • B. D. Rodgers • Henry M. Shaw Lectures • Fumio

to look back and see that she has contributed to creating

Shimura Material Science & Engineering Academic Enhancement • Dr. K. C. Tai Memorial • COE Faculty Development • Student Award and Activities • Wachovia

The opportunities for women are of special interest to

leaders in the community.

Engineering Research • J. Harold Lampe Engineering Excellence • William Lane ECE Outstanding Teacher Award • Henry V. Liles Jr. • H. Rooney Malcom • William R.

Fund for Excellence • Hannibal G. Warren Memorial

Asefnia, who also serves as president of the North Carolina
chapter of the Women’s Transportation Seminar, a non-

“To know that they joined me and gained experience that

profit organization that seeks to advance the role of women

helped them become leaders and give back to the community

in transportation. “Women bring a new perspective to busi-

— that’s what I really want.” ■

ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIPS AND FELLOWSHIPS

(continued)

Gard first to hold Pratt
assistant professorship
Dr. Kevin G. Gard, assistant professor of electrical
and computer engineering, has been awarded the

Sarah L. Browning • R. A. Bryan Foundation • William N. Bullock • Carolina Tractor and Equipment Company • Robert and Elizabeth White Carson • L. W.
Cartwright Memorial • William M. Cates • Michael B. Christie • E. I. Clancy • Worley “H” and Callie Anne Clark • William E. Clark Memorial • Maurice and Sophie

William J. Pratt Assistant Professorship in the

Clayton • Norvin A. Clontz/Milliken Fellowship • Elizabeth B. Cockrell • Dr. Joseph S. Colson • John Estes Conway Memorial • I. Tunis and Bernardina B. Corbell •

Department of Electrical and Computer

Arthur Glenn Corpening • Jack L. and Bonnie F. Covington Memorial • Richard Lee Craig Memorial • W. C. “Billy” Creel Memorial • Dan Culp • Everette B. Curlee •

Engineering at North Carolina State University.

Curtiss Wright Centennial of Flight • Josephus Daniels • J. Minor Davis • William R. and Wilma K. Deal • Eugene C. Denton • Kenneth P. Dixon • Jesse S. Doolittle •
Mrs. L. P. Doshi • Hugh M. Duncan • Thomas Elleman • William R. Edwards • Salah E. Elmaghraby Fellowship • Engineers’ Council of NCSU • Eskridge & Long in

Gard is the first to fill the professorship funded by a

Memory of Herbert Gibson • Clifton F. Eubanks • E. O. Ferrell Family • Edward P. Fitts • Jane Leigh Furr Memorial • Glenn Elliot Futrell • Allen F. and Beverly J. Gant

gift from William J. Pratt, chairman and chief tech-

• Barry W. Gardner/Shelco, Inc. • J. D. Goins Memorial • William Jackson Goodrum • William H. and Tipton H. Gray • Robert Gross/Lockheed • Harrington Family •

nical officer of RF Micro Devices.

David Page Harris Sr. • Brad E. Hatcher Memorial • John R. and Ann C. Hauser • Oliver G. Haywood • Llewellyn Hewett Jr. • William E. and Carol L. Highfill • Harry
B. Hoffman Memorial • Louis B. Hoffman • Edward E. Hood Jr. • Philip R. Jackson • Alfred E. Jenkins Memorial • James M. and Laura B. Johnson • Richard R.
Johnson/ASME • Andrew Blaine Johnston Memorial • J. A. Jones Construction • Richard M. Jones • Robin Barker Jones Memorial • Mark Paul Kavanaugh Memorial •

The largest individually donated professorship in

James Fredrick Kelly • J. Phillip and Gloria K. Kennett • Richard Bennet Knight • Ann Conner Kraynik Memorial • Charles Kenneth Little • Lockheed Martin • L. A.

the Department of Electrical and Computer

Mahler • C. C. Mangum • Thomas Jackson Martin Jr. • Nino and Judy Masnari • Materials Science and Engineering Leadership • Sidney F. Mauney • Mr. and Mrs.

Engineering, the Pratt professorship provides fund-

John T. McCarter Sr. • Red McCuen Furniture • Robert E. and Peggy S. Meares • Arthur J. Meier • Charles S. Mitchell • Amelia N. Mitta Memorial • Forest O. Jr. and
Sandra Mixon • Jule Modlin Jr. • Henry C. Murphy III Memorial • Raymond L. Murray Nuclear Engineering • Hugh C. Murrill Memorial • W. Grigg Mullen • Charles

ing for salary enhancement, new equipment and

D. and Patricia D. Lamb • Grover C. McNair Sr. • Edgar B. Nichols Jr. and Sr. • North Carolina Electric Membership Corporation • Russ O’ Dell • Hayne Palmour III •

student fellowships. Pratt established the profes-

Frank T. Pankotay Memorial • Martin W. Parcel Memorial • David W. and Anne B. Pearsall • Thomas D. and Tressa L. Pearson • Ronald G. Pendred • Larry K. Petty •

sorship to help the College of Engineering attract a

Phoenix Family • James A. Powell • Richard L. Porter Memorial • Powers Manufacturing • Pratt Family • Proctor & Gamble Company • Professional Construction

new faculty member who specializes in the analog

Estimators Association, Inc./Kyle Cave Memorial • Joe W. Reese • C. Robert and Joan Rhodes • Frances “Billie” Richardson • Mark C. Roberts Memorial • B. D. and
Patricia Rodgers • D. Edwin Rose/Shelco, Inc. • R. N. Rouse & Company • James T. Ryan Memorial • S&ME Geotechnical Fellowship • Eugene C. and Winifred

and radio frequency design field. Pratt’s company

Sakshaug • Norman G. and Sylvia L. Samet • SAS Institute • Ed and Sylvia Scott • Nicholas E. and Sandra B. Scronce • William deRosset Scott III Memorial • E.

makes integrated circuit chips for wireless applica-

Chester Seewald • Shelco, Inc. • Andy Sepelak Memorial • Joseph H. and Mary S. Sherrill • Robert E. and Ann S. Singleton • Clarence M. Smith Jr. • Drexel “Rex” K.

tions.

Smith Jr. • Henry B. and Virginia T. Smith • Ron E. Smith Jr. • Theresa Mooney Snyder • Dr. Hans H. Stadelmaier • Dr. Vivian T. Stannett • Steelfab, Inc. • Paul M.
Stephens • William D. Stevenson Jr. • Katharine Stinson • Dr. Robert F. Stoops • Square D • Hubbard & Mable Sullivan • Raymond S. Talton • Henry C. and Nancy
A. Thomas • Richard Greenwood Thomas • James Wayne and Mozelle Rose Thompson Memorial • Frederick J. Tischer • UNCA/NCSU 2+2 • L. L. Vaughn • Ed Vick

Gard earned his bachelor’s degree in 1994 and his

Fellowship by Kimley-Horn Assoc. • Herbert B. Walker • M. George Wayburn • Louis S. Whatley • Edwin L. Welch Sr. Memorial • Harold B. Williamson Memorial •

master’s degree in 1995, both in electrical engineer-

Charles T. Wilson Sr. • Simon Brown Woolard • Louis E. Wooten Memorial • J. W. “Willie” York • Frank C. Ziglar Jr. Fellowship

Corporate and foundation
gift highlights
The College of Engineering wishes to thank the following
corporations for their generous gifts during 2003-04:
GE Foundation — $500,000 to the colleges of Engineering and Education to help
fund the program Recognizing Accelerated Math Potential in UnderRepresented People (RAMP-UP).
Progress Energy — $261,500 to support a wide variety of programs, scholarships,
unrestricted funds and engineering student organizations.
Duke Energy — $140,820 to support nuclear engineering, electrical and computer engineering and Ben Franklin scholarships.
Hewlett-Packard (HP) — a $75,000 Technology for Teaching grant to help support a special project in the E101 course, Introduction to Engineering and
Problem-Solving.
Goodrich Corporation — $50,000 to the Department of Mechanical and
Aerospace Engineering to establish a doctoral fellowship program, create an
endowed faculty research award and support an undergraduate research intern.
Shell Oil Company Foundation — $50,000 to support chemical engineering and
aerospace engineering.
Square D Company — $45,000 to support academic programs, scholarships and
student organizations.
The Boeing Company — $43,100 for scholarships, curriculum enrichment in
aerospace and student organizations.
Troan Foundation — $40,000 to help address the shortage of minority engineers
in the work force.
Alcoa — $32,500 to support mentoring programs at NC State and to sponsor a
senior design project in materials science and engineering.
S&ME, Inc. — $30,000 to provide fellowships to students in the geotechnical
engineering master’s degree program.

ing from NC State. He received his PhD in electri-

Gift exceeds $1.6 million

ENDOWED PROFESSORSHIPS

cal engineering from the University of California at

NC State Engineering Foundation, Inc.

analog, radio frequency and mixed mode circuit

The James Wayne and Mozelle Rose Thompson Memorial Scholarship has been

Alcoa Foundation • Celanese Acetate Chemical Engineering • Walter Clark Industrial Engineering • Camille and Henry Dreyfus Foundation • Henry A. Foscue •

design, microwave devices and circuits, computer-

established through a gift in excess of $1.6 million to benefit students in Civil,

aided design and modeling, communications and

Construction, and Environmental Engineering. This bequest represents the single

signal processing, nanoelectronics and photonics.

largest endowed scholarship in the College of Engineering.

William R. Kenan Jr. Research • KoSa Chemical Engineering • R. A. and Mildred Lancaster • McPherson Family • R. J. Reynolds • James T. Ryan

NC State University
Civil Engineering Distinguished • Worley H. Clark • Dean F. Duncan • John. C. C. Fan • Edward P. Fitts • Kobe Steel Ltd. • SAS Institute Distinguished •

San Diego in 2003. His research interests include

Edward I. Weisiger
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About the Engineering Foundation

footnotes
FOUNDATION

Duke Energy supports engineering programs
Duke Energy recently donated $140,820 to the College of
Engineering at North Carolina State University. The gift will
support a number of scholarships, including nuclear engineering, electrical and computer engineering and Ben
Franklin scholarships. Last year Duke Energy contributed

The NC State Engineering Foundation, Inc. (NCSEF) was organized in 1944 as the North Carolina Engineering Foundation, Inc.
by area industrial and business leaders. The purpose of the Foundation was to form a tax-exempt, non-profit organization to
promote and receive monies to support the College of Engineering at North Carolina State University. The NCSEF is governed
by a 32-member Board of Directors, which oversees $40 million in assets. The Board, along with the Foundation staff, also works
to enhance the image and presence of NC State’s College of Engineering.
Still the primary recipient of private support for the College of Engineering, the NC State Engineering Foundation, Inc. continues
the original mission developed by its founders and received nearly $21 million in support of the College of Engineering in fiscal
2003- 04.
Monies raised by the Foundation go to support scholarships, fellowships, professorships, academic programs, faculty research
and areas that cannot be supported from state appropriations.

$174,500 to the College. Duke Energy has been a strong
supporter of NC State for a number of years. Currently, two
Duke Energy employees serve on NC State foundation
boards: E.O. Ferrell (’66 EE), senior vice president for Duke
Energy, is a member of the NC State Engineering
Erika Young, global sourcing and logistics manager at
Duke Energy, presents a gift check to Dr. Tony Mitchell
(right), assistant dean and director of minority programs, and Ben Hughes, director of development and
college relations.

Foundation Board of Directors, and Cecil Smith (’69 AMA),
senior vice president and chief information officer for Duke
Energy, is a member of the NC State Physical and
Mathematical Sciences Foundation Board.

Ben H. Hughes
Executive Director
Development and College Relations

Christine Cerny
Director of Development
Electrical and Computer Engineering

Kenneth M. Tate
Director of ePartners
Computer Science

David T. Nolan
Director of Development

John E. Joyner III
Director of Development
Civil Engineering

Gwen H. Bell
Assistant to the Executive Director

Nahid Bozorgi
Director of College
Corporate and Foundation Relations

Russ O'Dell
Director of Development
Chemical Engineering

Joseph E. Claprood Jr.
Administrative Secretary

Show your support — make a gift to the College of Engineering

Distinguished Engineering Alumni named for 2004

Your gift to the College of Engineering at North Carolina State University can support a variety of funds, programs and academic
endeavors. These many opportunities to give can be tailored to your needs and interests.
You are in control of how your contributions are allocated. Unrestricted gifts provide resources for a variety of funding priorities
in the college. Gifts to the College of Engineering can also be designated to specific departments, academic programs and other
funding outlets.
Giving to the college is the best way to support scholarships, fellowships, professorships, academic programs, faculty research
and areas that are not supported with state funds. These gifts make a huge impact on all facets of university life.
The College of Engineering appreciates your interest in its giving programs. If you would like more information, you can either
visit our website at www.engr.ncsu.edu/ncef/ or you can contact us:

NC State Engineering Foundation, Inc.
Albert Carnesale

Calvin Carter Jr.

Thomas McPherson Jr.

The College salutes its Distinguished Engineering Alumni

broadband and optical communications equipment and

for 2004: Dr. Albert Carnesale (PhD NE ’66), chancellor of

former president and CEO of Hatteras Networks.

UCLA; Dr. Calvin H. Carter Jr. (BS MSE ’77, MS MSE ’80,
PhD MSE ’83), director of materials technology at Cree

The award recognizes those outstanding alumni whose

Inc.; and Thomas R. McPherson Jr. (BSEE ’76, MSEE ’77),

accomplishments have furthered their field and who have

a developer and manufacturer of high-performance

brought honor to their alma mater.

230 Page Hall
Campus Box 7901
North Carolina State University
Raleigh, NC 27695-7901
Phone: (919) 515-7458 • Toll Free: (866) 316-4057 • E-mail: engr-foundation@ncsu.edu

Thank you!
While space limitations allow listing only those donors who contribute $100 or more, we appreciate the support of all our alumni and friends. Every attempt has been made to ensure the accuracy of the information presented in this report. However, we admit mistakes sometimes occur inadvertently. Please notify our office of any corrections you have. Likewise, we welcome inquiries regarding your support of the College
of Engineering at NC State. This document was produced by the NC State Engineering Foundation, Inc. No state funds were used; 52,000 copies were printed at a cost of $31,997, or 62¢ per copy.
North Carolina State University is committed to equality of educational opportunity and does not discriminate against applicants, students or employees based on race, color, national origin, religion, sex, sexual
orientation, age or disability. NC State University commits itself to positive action to secure equal opportunity regardless of those characteristics.
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engineering
Jenn and Tom got married —

Keep in Touch!
Win Free Tickets!
Engineering alumni, here’s a chance to win free
Wolfpack basketball tickets!
Fill out or update this registration form:
www.engr.ncsu.edu/ncef/registration
(include your e-mail address).
You’ll receive the College of Engineering’s
e-newsletter — Engineering Frontline-Online —
plus be eligible for the drawing in mid-January.

GO PACK!
and they want you to
know about it.
(Story on page 26.)

Visit the College of Engineering at North Carolina State University on the Web:

www.engr.ncsu.edu
North Carolina State University
College of Engineering
Campus Box 7901
Raleigh, NC 27695-7901
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